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I feel someone is
waiting at every corner
with a pistol to kill me.
Khaled Zaatar
page 9A 1

66
We knew this team
was going to be
a very tough team.
Kelly Breazeale
page 10A
EDITORIAL
Conservative columnist Cal
Thomas has a request concerning Rev. Jerry Falwell's
attempt to resurrect the Moral
Majority: please, please,
please don't. Page 4A

SPORTS
NEW YORK — The Colorado
Rockies say they're ready to
play ball. In fact, manager
Don Baylor proved it by presenting next year's openingday lineup with a major leaguer at every position. The
Florida Marlins, meanwhile,
can't begin to predict who will
start in April. Not that they're
worried about it. Page 10A

FORECAST
Cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of a shower. Low 45 to
50. Southeast wind 5 to 10
mph. Thursday, considerable
cloudiness with a 30 percent
chance of a shower. High near
60.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.0, 0.0; below 307.9, +1.4
LAKE BARKLEY
354.5, -0.2; below 315.7, +1.1
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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RELATIONSHIP VIOLENCE

Frustrations voiced
over KERA reforms
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The low murmur has been
growing behind the praise.
It is the sound of worry,
frustration and anger.
Those are the feelings being
vented by teachers, parents and
administrators who are wrangling
with the mandates set out by the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
"Many see the complaints as
bad, but I think they are the normal outcome of change. I think
raising concerns is healthy," said
Dr. Clete Bulach, an associate
professor of educational leadership and counseling at Murray
State University.
Bulach and members of Phi
Delta Kappa attended a meeting
in Paducah Tuesday night sponsored by the Kentucky Education
Association.
They weren't alone. More than
200 First District teachers and
about 100 parents also attended.
Implementing a non-graded
primary system into elementary
schools has caused the greatest
concern.
Bulach hopes an interactive
television program scheduled for
6:30 p.m. Thursday in Room 152
of MSU's Business Building will
help answer questions about
KERA and the primary program.
The non-graded primary puts
children in kindergarten through
third grade in the classroom
together.
The television program sponsored by the West Kentucky SiteBased Decision-Making Coalition
will include schools from Henderson, McCracken and Fulton
counties that have implemented
successful primary programs.
"I'm hopeful that the meeting
Thursday night will help everyone," Bulach said.
Bulach said some of the concerns voiced this week are similar
to worries he has heard locally
about the mandated primary
program.
Those concerns include not
knowing how children will be
grouped, mixing older children
with younger children, teaching
methods that involve solving

KERA meeting
set for Thursday
at Murray State
An interactive television
program concerning KERA
and the primary program has
been set for 6:30 p.m. Thursday in Room 152 of MSU's
Business Building. The public
is invited.
real-life problems and the use of
check marks in the place of letter
grades on report cards.
"Most of the schools have diligently tried to implement the
mandates of KERA, and they
have wanted to go by the letter of
the law. They don't realize they
have more flexibility than the
way they have been interpreting,
Bulach said.
Bulach said the state Department of Education has said that
schools do not have to implement
a multi-age classroom every hour
of every day.
"They have told us that the law
doesn't require all four grades to
be together all the time," Bulach
said.
He wouldn't advise any school
to mix kindergarteners with third
graders all the time.
"When you are teaching a skill
like reading, you want to teach at
the level that your students are at.
When you are teaching art or
physical education, there is still
the use of skills but in a different
way.
"In such a setting, students can
help and teach a lot to each
other," Bulach said.
Many teachers and administrators have been concerned about
voicing any reservations about
KERA because they may be
viewed as not Wing supportive of
reform.
"There has been a great deal of
pain and effort on the part of
everyone, including teachers,
administrators and professors
who have worked hard to implement KERA.
"I think many people are reticent to speak out about those
parts of KERA that they are concerned with," Bulach said.

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

A panel discussion on relationship violence was held Tuesday at Murray State University. The panel
included, left to right, Dr. Concetta Cu!liver, assistant professor of criminal justice; Susan, a victim
of relationship violence whose last name was not used; Dolores Sides, of the Spouse Abuse Center;
Murray Police Sgt. Bobby Holmes; and Dr. Mike Elliott.

'Christmas for Children' underway
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Sign-up for the Murray Fire
Department's Christmas for
Children program, which helped
467 children last year, is once
again underway.
Parents may register their
children at the department's business office on the second floor of
city hall from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday until
Nov. 27.
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott
said parents should bring proof of
public assistance with them at
that time.

"We're not trying to be picky,
but the program's purpose is to
help children who wouldn't have
much of a Christmas or one at
all. If we can find out that someone is truly in need, we will
handle those situations on a caseby-case basis," he said.
The drive is an annual project
of the Murray Professional Firefighters Association and involves
no government funds, although
firemen are allowed to purchase
items for the project both on and
off duty.
Toys will be distributed Dec.
14-19. Parents will be assigned a
certain date to pick up their

children's toys when they sign
up.
Not knowing exactly how
much money will be donated can
bring some nervous times near
the holidays.
"When you have the sign-up
before collecting the money, you
worry whether you will make it.
Last year, the support was great,"
he said.
In the past, instead of exchanging gifts at school, many classes
have donated gifts to the program, and a group at Calloss
County High School sponscrA
TURN TO PAC:. 2

Mobile home site raises questions
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

What's a mobile home doing in
the parking lot the Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center in front of KMart?
That's what members of the
Murray Planning Commission
wanted to know Tuesday night at
their regular meeting.
City planner Don Elias said he
has been asked that question
more than once over the last few
weeks.

The answer: The mobile home
has been donated by Dinkins
Mobile Home, of Tennessee, as
part of a joint project with a Murray State University home economics course. Dinkins has
donated $5,000 and the trailer so
that students can decorate it.
Elias said the mobile home
will be on the lot only 60 days.
Commission member Charlie
Adams pointed out that a city
ordinance does not allow mobile
homes to be set up and hooked to

utilities outside a designated
:mobile home park.
Elias said the parties involved
asked permission to set up the
mobile home and have obtained a
business license. He did not feel
it was in violation of the ordi—
nance because other stores set up
displays in the middle of parking
lots for temporary sales and also
use semi-trailers as well.
Other commission members
felt the ordinance was aimed at
NI TURN TO PAGE 2

Clinton to get'candid assessment'from Bush
"pleased that he invited me up
and I'll be pretty much at his disposal. ... There are one or two
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Mr. things I want to raise."
Meanwhile, the Arkansas govClinton was going to Washington, and his first appointment was ernor was focusing his attention
with President Bush to get a on putting together a new govern"candid assessment" about ment with a distinctly different
world issues the president-elect tone from his predecessor's.
Clinton on Tuesday appointed
will face.
Clinton did not reveal precisely former South Carolina Gov. Dick
what he had in mind for his Riley, a Washington outsider, to
White House meeting with the oversee the hiring of the upperman whose eviction he arranged. level bureaucrats — the insiders
But he said Tuesday he was — for the new administration.
By STEVEN KOMAROW

Associated Press Writer

After meeting with Bush, Clinton was going to a black business
district for a walk through the
neighborhood. And in the evening, he was scheduled to attend a
reception for the Children's
Defense Fund, the advocacy
group that his wife, Hillary, once
chaired.
Since the election, Clinton and
Bush have talked by telephone
and communicated through emissaries, but today's meeting was
their first face-to-face encounter.
Foreign policy was on the

agenda.
"I want to get his candid
assessment about some world
issues, some problems I'll be facing at the beginning of my
term," Clinton said Tuesday.
After a picture-taking session
in the Rose Garden, their private
conversation was set for the Oval
Office, the symbolic center of
presidential power.
Neither Clinton nor Bush has
expressed since election night
any public animosity about the
rough-and-tumble campaign, dur-

MAN ON THE STREET

When do you start your Christmas shopping?

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

' AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

MARIAN BUCKLEW
I'm just now beginning to start.
You don't want to wait too
long.., everything goes so fast.

BRUCE BUCKLEW
I usually start whenever she
(Marian) does. Traditionally, it's
usually right after Thanksgiving.

DWANE MELTON
I always put it off to the last
minute. I'll look for a couple of
months, but then wait two or
three days before Christmas to
start. It's just a habit.

TONY RAMIREZ
September. That's just the easiest
way to get the shopping done
with our tight tudget.

ing which the president referred
to Clinton and running mate Al
Gore as "Bozos" and Clinton
called Bush a man without
principles.
In fact, Bush has promised the
full cooperation of his administration for the transition, and
Clinton has praised the president's helpfulness.
However, there seemed to be
some lingering bad feelings
among their deputies.
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Lawmakers plan
push for ethics
reform session
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some lawmakers plan to push for
a special legislative session in
December to consider reforms in
Kentucky government ethics, and
the first draft of the bill could be
approved Friday.
The proposal includes ,a ban
for public officials on accepting
gifts, an independent commission
to investigate ethics violations
and limits on how much money
politicians can accept from political action committees.
The legislative Task Force on
Governmental Ethics has spent
the last five months studying
other states' ethics laws and
debating changes in Kentucky's
vague ethics statutes.
Rep. Pat Freibert, R-Lexington,
said she plans to ask for a provision that would force legislative
leaders and comniittee chairmen
I TURN TO PAGE 2
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IN Mobile home site...

Reg. 35.99 To 79.99

Sale 26.99 To 59.99
Beautiful assortment
of sparkling holiday
dresses and great looking winter career dresses,
1 & 2-piece dresses, suit
dresses & more! Junior,
Misses, Petites &
Halfsizes.

FROM PAGE 1
mobile homes being used as
residences.
In other business, the commission granted a rezoning request
made by Paul Garland.
Garland was seeking a zoning
change for a 49-acre site on
Utterback Road. At last month's
meeting the commission
approved Garland's request to
rezone the property from agriculture to R-4.
Now Jesse Rose has offered to
buy a 5.11-acre tract from Garland so that he can expand his
storage rental business which is
located next to Garland's
property.
Garland came back to the commission this month to change the
zoning for that section of the
property from R-4 to B-2.
According to state law, a
rezoning request must be made
for one of two reasons. Property
can be rezoned if it was improperly zoned from the beginning
or the socio-economic use of the
land has changed over time.
Adams pointed out that if Garland seeks to rezone another section of property in the future, it
may be difficult to meet one of

PARIS, TENN. WOMAN ARRESTED TUESDAY
A Paris, Tenn., woman was arrested Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Wal-Mart by the

those two requirements.
The rezoning application stated
the change was sought due to
socio-economic change.
Based on that, the commission
will withdraw the rezoning
request sent to the Murray City
Council last month which sought
a zoning change from agriculture
to R-4.
The commission then approved
a request to rezone from agriculture to R-4 and B-2.
An advisory meeting was held
with William Zentner for a
planned development project he
has proposed for his rental property at 1630 Main Street.
Zentner wants to build a laundry room and a one bedroom
apartment.
An advisory meeting is held so
that the commission can suggest
changes to the project before it is
taken to the Board of Zoning
Adjustments.
The BZA will hold a compatibility hearing on the project Wednesday night.
The commission also approved
new by-laws. Bob Dunn, Bill
Adams and Tommy Sanders will
serve on a nominating committee
for the election of officers.

Murray Police Department and charged with shoplifting. According to
reports, Pealine H Travis was arrested following a report from Wal-Mart
security that she had hidden several items in her purse and left the store
without paying. The arrest was made by Officer Jeff Liles.

RESTAURANT BURGLARIZED, NOTHING TAKEN

The Murray Police Department investigated a reported break-in Monday
night at the Log Cabin Restaurant on South 12th Street. Nothing was
reported missing.

FEDERAL AUTHORITIES SENTENCE GRAVES MAN

A Graves County man has been sentenced to 108 months in federal custody
after pleading guilty to a four-count information Sept. 18. According to a
release from the U.S. Attorney's Office in Louisville, Lawrence E. Abbott,
60, violated Title 21, Section 841 (a)(1) of the United States Code by manufacturing more than 1000 marijuana plants between the fall of 1988 and
June 4, 1991 in Graves County. Counts two and three involve violating Title
26, Section 7206(1) by failing to include income from illegal sources on his
1989 and 1990 federal income tax returns. A fourth count resulted from
criminal forfeiture of eight pieces of real estate in Graves, Trigg and Caldwell Counties as well as forfeiture of a vehicle, farm equipment, personal
property and cash. Abbott wilt serve the entire sentence because there is no
parole provision in the federal system. Forfeited assets will be shared with
local law enforcement agencies to enhance their efforts. In addition to the
prison term, Judge Edward H. Johnstone sentenced the defendant to five
years of supervised release following his imprisonment.

INMATE FACING FURTHER CHARGES
The Kentucky State Police arrested an inmate at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville Tuesday following an indictment from a Lyon County Grand Jury charging him with murder and being a persistent felony offender in the first degree. According to reports, George Arwood Stidham, 45,
was charged after an investigation into the murder of Paul Edward McBurney, 42, that occurred Aug. 3 at the penitentiary. Stidham remains lodged at
that facility.

THREE CANDIDATES FILE FOR OFFICES

Three local residents recently filed the necessary documents to run for
elected offices in the May primary. According to Ray Coursey, deputy county clerk, Willard Brake, Rt. 6, has qualified to run for constable from District
2 and James David Bowker, Rt. 2, has filed for that position from District 4.
Eddie Stone, Rt. 2, will be a candidate for sheriff.

•`ChristmasfoI
FROM PAGE 1
an angel tree program which supplied many toys. Scott said many
businesses help the program
either by donations or discounting items.
This year, Murray-Calloway
County Need Line will be giving
the department books which it is
collecting to distribute along with
the toys.
Scott said he received many
positive comments regarding a

•••
change started last year where
parents picked up the toys and
opened them at home instead of
holding one, large party at the
department.
"People liked it a lot better
because they could have a nice,
normal Christmas with their families, so we'll continue doing it
the same way," he said.
For more information on the
program, call the department's
office at 762-0321.

FIREMEN STAND BY AT SPILL SCENE
The Murray Fire Department responded to a gas leak at Coastal Mart, 1000
Chestnut St., at 5:44 p.m. Tuesday. According to reports, a car had backed
into a pump and a small amount of gas was leaking. Five firefighters stayed
on the scene until repair personnel arrived.

•Lawmakers plan...
FROM PAGE 1
important we take steps to restore
who are indicted to give up their the credibility of the legislature,"
leaderstiip positions until the he said.
charges are resolved in the
Some legislators say they will.
courts.
press Gov. Brereton Jones and
The issue, which Freibert legislative leaders for a session
raised during earlier discussions, next month.
has added significance with last
"I'm ready to encourage, insist
week's indictment of House or plead to get a special session
Speaker Donald Blandford, D- before January," said Rep. Louie
Philpot, on extortion and racke- Mack, D-Lexington. "I think we
teering charges.
should vote up or down on this
Freibert said the ethics session legislation."
should be scheduled for DecemSen. Tim Shaughnessy, Dber and should precede any other Louisville, and Rep. Albert
legislative session, including Jones, D-Paducah, said delays
health-care reform.
could jeopardize passage of sig"The question is how can any- nificant reforms. Half of the task
one have confidence in a legisla- force, all House members, will
tion passed by a scandal-ridden retire at the end of the year.
legislature?" she said.
Shaughnessy plans to go
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling through the 67-page proposal secGreen, agreed that public confi- tion by section Friday and make
dence is a problem.
any necessary changes.
"With the cloud over the GenHowever, a final vote could be
eral Assembly, with all the delayed if the committee hits
indictments and resignations, it's snags that cannot be resolved.
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•Clinton to get...
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FROM PAGE 1
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater accused the Clinton
camp of trying to score political
points by turning down the president's offer of a military jet and
the use of Blair House, the government guest quarters for visiting VIPs, for the Washington
trip.
Clinton's people asked for
those perquisites and then
changed their minds, Fitzwater
said, producing a letter from
Clinton transition chief Warren
Christopher to prove it.
"I resent them trying to portray us as offering them luxury
and their turning it down, when
they were the ones who asked for
it in the first place," Fitzwater

With a
Dual Package
Purchase

said.
"No one intended a slight at
the White House," insisted Dee
Dee Myers, Clinton's
spokeswoman.
Clinton was traveling to
Washington on his chartered
campaign plane and staying at the
nearby Hay-Adams Hotel instead
of Blair House because of the
cost, she said.
Clinton was spending just a
single night in Washington, but
two full days, including a meeting Thursday with Democratic
and Republican lawmakers on
Capitol Hill. He does not plan to
return to Little Rock to continue
his transition work until late
Thursday night.
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News of the World
STRUGGLING TO RESOLVE TRADE DISPUTE
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration, struggling to resolve a nasty
trade dispute before leaving office, is intensifying its efforts to reach a satisfactory deal with the European Community that would boost sales of U.S.
farm products overseas. Negotiators planned to meet today in an effort to
avert a full-scale trade war between the United States and its biggest trading partner, the 12-nation EC, over subsidies that the United States claims
are robbing American farms of $1 billion in sales annually. While analysts
said they saw a number of favorable signs that the farm fight, involving soybeans and other oilseed crops, will be resolved, they were less optimistic
about the overall prospects for U.S. trade in the coming year. Many economists were forecasting that whatever happens on the soybean dispute
and a broader effort to write new rules governing world trade won't prevent
the U.S. trade deficit from widening in the years to come.

BISHOPS STRUGGLE OVER STATUS OF WOMEN

WASHINGTON — U.S. Roman Catholic bishops considered a Solomon-like
compromise as they struggled over what to do with a controversial proposal
on the status of women in the church and society. Under a mounting tide of
criticism, the document was up for more debate and a vote today, either up,
down or to shelve it, after nine years of work. A middle way out of the quagmire by postponing action was proposed Tuesday by Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago, and several leading bishops backed his idea. But debate
about it rolled on at the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. Bernardin
said that either approving or rejecting the document would have damaging
fallout and he moved that the document be referred to relevant committees
to further study the issues.

CANCER PATIENT SUES CIGARETTE MAKER

CARBONDALE, Ill. — In the first trial since the Supreme Court cleared the
way for such lawsuits, a man dying of lung cancer claims a cigarette maker
persuaded him to ignore evidence that smoking is dangerous. Opening
arguments were scheduled for today in Charles Kueper's lawsuit against
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., the nation's second largest tobacco company,
and two other defendants. Jury selection was completed Tuesday in St.
Clair County Circuit Court. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in June that warning labels on tobacco products don't shield companies that make them from
lawsuits based on state personal injury laws.

VITAMIN E MAY CUT HEART DISEASE RISK
NEW ORLEANS — Taking daily doses of vitamin E appears to cut the risk
of heart disease between one-third and one-half, two major new studies
conclude. Researchers said they were surprised by the size of the reduction
in risk among people taking the vitamin supplements, which may prevent the
damaging effects of cholesterol. The results strengthen the newly popular
belief that vitamins and other so-called anti-oxidants are good for the heart.
The two new studies — one in women and one in men — found similar
dramatic reductions in heart risk in people who take vitamin E.

Woman goes on trial
WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRI
for abandoning father
HILLSBORO, Ore. (AP) —
Sue Gifford was trying to help
her elderly father when she abandoned him at an Idaho race track,
her attorney said as her trial
opened.
Gifford, 41, is charged with
kidnapping and theft in the trial
before Washington County Circuit Judge Alan C. Bonebrake.
Prosecutors claim she took her
father out of his nursing home in
a plot to steal his money.
John Kingery, 82, was found
sitting in his wheelchair at the
greyhound track in Coeur
d'Alene. The labels had been cut
from his clothing and a bag of
diapers was next to him. A typewritten note identified him as
"John King" of Spokane, Wash.,
and said he suffered from Alzheimer's disease.
Gifford's attorney, Wilbur
Smith, said in his opening statement Tuesday that Gifford tried
to take responsibility for her
father after he was dumped on
her doorstep. But she simply did
not have the emotional strength.
Smith claimed Kingery had
sexually abused Gifford and beat
her with wire coat hangers and
boards when she was a child. He
said Gifford was psychologically
scarred by the repeated abuse,
leaving "an extremely emotional-

ly damaged person" subject to

panic attacks as an adult.
"All of those old stifled fears,
emotions and hatred came gushing to the surface and she just
snapped," Smith said.
But prosecutors argued that
theft and kidnapping were the
main issues in the case, not any
emotional trauma Gifford suffered as a child.
"This is not a case about the
stress of caring for a person with
Alzheimer's," said Steve Todd, a
Multnomah County deputy district attorney.
Gifford is accused of stealing
$10,000 worth of her father's
pension and Social Security payments, and with illegally obtaining public assistance.
Rick Knapp, a Washington
County deputy district attorney,
said Gifford opened a joint bank
account with her father in January 1991 to deposit Kingery's
pension checks. In April 1991,
she also was made the recipient
of his Social Security benefits.
But Knapp said none of the
pension money was used for
Kingery's care at a Portland nursing home. Both Knapp and Todd
told the judge that Gifford converted most of the money for her
own use.

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

T_K)D,\We are proud to use_W',\
\al40ecycled newsprint.\k!
THE NEW GENEF i;-\TION
OF CERAMIC FURNACES

BLOCKADE HINGES ON COOPERATION
BRUSSELS, Belgium — U.S. and West European ships will work together to
enforce a naval blockade aimed at ending the Yugoslav conflict. But the key
will be cooperation from Belgrade's neighbors, who have been slower to
sign on. Senior U.S. officials in Washington said Tuesday that the enforcement effort would mainly be carried out by western European nations,
although the Bush administration would provide a substantial number of
planes and ships. U.S. officials say it will take about 10 days to work out
details. The issue was on the agenda of a NATO meeting to be held in Brussels today. Up until now, the U.N. embargo on trade with Serb-dominated
Yugoslavia has been widely circumvented. Suspected smugglers have not
been halted or boarded.
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WATERGATE DOCUMENTS RETURN TO NIXON
WASHINGTON — More than 18 years later, Richard M. Nixon is about to
collect from the taxpayers for the documents and tapes that were seized in
the Watergate investigations that drove him from the presidency. A federal
appeals court ruled Tuesday that the government must pay the ex-president
for the impounded — and still held — materials, including his infamous,
once-secret recordings that sealed his fate for trying to cover up the 1972
break-in of the Democratic Party's headquarters. The three-judge U.S. Court
of Appeals panel unanimously ordered a U.S. district judge to determine the
compensation — which could be enormous, given the potential collectors'
value of the materials. While it is impossible to predict how a judge would
set the compensation, there is a record of sales for Nixon documents. For
example, a single Nixon letter about the Vietnam War has sold for $5,000. A
press release of Nixon's "Checkers" speech, signed by the ex-president,
brought $2,750. A letter to a couple who supported his anti-communism
efforts fetched $3,500.

I lb. Rudy's Farm Sausage,Sage. Mild or Hot
2 1/2 cups(8(v. hag) cornbread stuffing. or crumbled cornbread
'1/2 cups(8 at. hag) herb seasoned stuffing or bread cnimhs
2cans(14 I /2o,.site) chicken or turkey broth
1 large onion chopped
2 stalks celm chopped_
I 2cup butter or margarine. melted
Iii). salt
1.4 tsp. black pepper
1 tbsp. poultry'seasoning

for Faster, Safer
More Economical
Heat

Brown sausage. drain. Cook onion.celely in butter or margarine until
tender. Mix stuffing, pouluy seasoning, salt, black pepper. Stir M broth.
Celery,onion, butter and sausage. Mix well. Stuff 11-20 lb. turkey lighth.
Do not overstuff. Dressing may be baked separately- in an uncovered dish
for 30-35 minutes at 350°.

NEW ORLEANS — The first effort by veterans hospitals to assess the quality of surgical care found that the death rate after heart surgery was four
times higher at the worst hospitals than the best hospitals. Officials of the
Veterans Health Administration defended the quality of care at the 43 VA
hospitals that do heart surgery. "We're seeing continuous improvement,"
said Dr. Galen Barbour, the head of quality assurance for the VA hospitals.
Barbour said hospital services that don't meet tough VA standards are shut
down. Six cardiac surgery centers have been closed in the past five years,
he said. The officials declined to identify the hospitals with the best and
worst records. "In general we try not to expose our hospitals to undue, unfavorable attention," Barbour said. Barbour said that identifying the hospitals
with the best and worst records would make hospitals with bad records
reluctant to provide data for continuing monitoring of care. In addition, officials want to confirm the findings before taking action to correct problems,
he said.
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Bicentennial time capsule buried
man of the Kentucky Bicentennial Commission. "This has been
a year to remember, and the time
capsule symbolizes the people
that made it possible."
The capsule was not buried;
instead it will remain on display
in Frankfort until it is opened.
An inscription on the capsule
reads: "This remembrance of
Kentucky's Bicentennial is dedicated to the people of Kentucky
in celebration of their spirit and
character, with a vision for a
prosperous future."
Many counties sent local history collections, such as "Memories of Meade County," a project
completed during the Bicentennial. Other communities sent
samples of local resources, products, newspapers and even bits
of historic structures.
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VA HOSPITALS' QUALITY VARIES WIDELY

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky gave itself a 250th
birthday present — 50 years
early.
Li Gov, Paul Patton joined
government and business leaders
Tuesday at the Old Capitol
Annex in dedicating the Kentucky Bicentennial Time Capsule, a
1,500-pound aluminum vault
filled with examples of culture
and history from each of the
state's 120 counties.
Built in Kentucky by Alcan
Aluminum Corp., the capsule will
be unsealed on June 1, 2042 —
the 250th anniversary of Kentucky statehood.
"We want future generations
of Kentuckians to know how
much this state meant to their
ancestors," said Sen. David
Karem, D-Louisville, the chair-
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Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
1.1. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain

15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

FREE.
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HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Washington Today

Clinton needsflip version
of the Boll Weevil Coalition
By TOM RAUM
Associatod Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — For all the euphoria among Democrats over
recapturing the White House, future President Clinton will need lots
of help from Republicans to push his major programs through
Congress.
He can't do it with just Democratic votes. At least not easily. And
Clinton has telegraphed that he knows it.
One aim of his first trip to Washington as president-elect is to reach
out to opposition party leaders, particularly in the Senate. His two-day
itinerary, which begins today with a visit to President Bush, includes a
bipartisan luncheon Thursday on Capitol Hill.
If Clinton can successfully build alliances with moderate Republicans, it could lead to a mirror image of the "Boll Weevil" coalition
with southern Democrats that GOP President Ronald Reagan forged so
successfully in 1981.
• The Arkansas governor has told Democratic leaders he plans to
court •Republican leaders more enthusiastically than any president
since Lyndon Johnson — the last Democrat in the White House who
could play Congress successfully.
Even though Democrats command majorities in both House and
Senate, the structure and rules of the Senate give the minority party
considerable leverage. Republicans there can easily block Democrats'
measures — or at least slow them down dramatically — if they vote
in a bloc.
Reagan was able to get much of his early agenda — including his
1981 tax cut and defense buildup — through Congress by creating a
coalition in the House with Southern Democrats, the so-called Boll
Weevils.
That gave Reagan a working majority rivaling the all-Democratic
one that Clinton inherits.
- In contrast, Democratic President Carter's efforts to get measures
through an all-Democratic Congress turned nightmarish.
One of Carter's major energy initiatives — natural gas deregulation
— found more support among Republicans than Democrats. Two liberal Democrats — Sen. Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio and former Sen.
James Abourezk of South Dakota — tied it up in parliamentary knots
for months.
, "It's very hard" to build coalitions in Congress that work, said
Stuart Eizenstat, who was Carter's domestic policy chief. "You never
know from issue to issue who your allies are going to be."
Reagan, however, enjoyed "almost 100 percent support from Republicans," Eizenstat noted. Democrats are historically less unified.
Still, the former Carter aide predicts "more party discipline among
Democrats at least for the first year than we've seen in decades."
And, he expects Clinton "is going to find a lot of Republican moderates who realize that their party got hurt by the image of being too
right wing."
Democrats will outnumber Republicans 258 to 176 in the House in
the new session of Congress, suggesting wide support for Clinton's
key items.
But the Senate could present an obstacle.
The current Senate lineup is 57-43 in Democrats' favor. Two 1992
races are yet to be decided. Georgia holds a runoff election Nov. 24
and there is a special election in North Dakota on Dec. 4 to fill a
vacancy.
If Democrats hold North Dakota, as seems likely, and Republicans
win in Georgia, that will leave the margin the same as now. With 43
votes, Republicans can delay votes and drag out debate almost at will.
Senate GOP leader Bob Dole of Kansas initially took a hard line,
suggesting that Republicans would not make things easy for Clinton.
But Dole has sounded more accommodating after Clinton called him
last week.
Even so, "Sen. Dole is the leader of the loyal opposition," said his
spokesman, Clarkson Hine. "We'll cooperate where we can. At the
same time, we don't intend to be a rubber stamp for the Democrats."
Clinton is exhibiting political good sense in reaching out early to
Republicans, said Erwin Hargrove, a political scientist at Vanderbilt
University who specializes in the presidency.
"There is a sense in the country of coming behind the new president. People feel a kind of relief that Clinton is presenting himself as
a centrist," Hargrove said. "Republicans could be swept along by that
much as Democrats were by Reagan's victory in 1980."

World Editorial Roundup
Nov. 7; The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle on the economy:
In the final days of the campaign President Bush tried to reassure
voters the economy wasn't as bad as his critics claimed. He cited the
latest 2.07 percent growth rate, plus other recent positive signs, to
make the point that low inflation and low interest rates were putting
the nation on a slow but steady road to recovery.
The Clinton camp dismissed the good news as, at best, an aberration; at worst, the government "cooking the books" to save the Bush
presidency.
But now that the votes are counted and Bill Clinton has been
elected president, his economic advisers are singing a different song.
They're forecasting that the economy will rebound to a 3 percent
annual growth rate next year. They cite low inflation, low interest
rates and the government's latest economic data as reasons for their
optimism.
That raises an interesting question: If Bush and Clinton are in
essential agreement on the economy, what in blazes was the campaign
all about?
Nov. 4; Fort Worth (Texas) Star-Telegram on a Clinton
administration:
For President-elect Clinton's sake, and even more so for our own,
we must all pray that his confidence in himself is well-founded. We
must hope that his ideas to improve the economy are well-based. We
must hope that he can, indeed, provide an injection of renewed belief
in America as an engine of prosperity and a bastion of justice. In
short, we must pray that trust in the presidency and in our government
will be restored. Part of the price we should ask for the loan of our
highest office is an honest accounting of the recipient's efforts.
Programs are fine. Leadership is better. An ability to inspire others
to make difficult choices in the public interest is best of all.

Blandford should not be speaker
FRANKFORT — The shoe
finally dropped last week for
House Speaker Don Blandford,
when a federal grand jury meeting in Covington handed down a
four-count indictment charging
him with lying to federal agents,
extortion and, potentially the
most serious, racketeering.
If convicted, the man who has
been speaker of the Kentucky
House of Representatives longer
than anyone else could receive
prison sentences of 65 years and
fines totalling $1 million.
The details aren't preuy.
The indictment claims Blandford extorted $1,500 in bribes
from former state Rep. Bill
McBee, a longtime Blandford
ally, this year in exchange for the
speaker's influence on horseracing legislation. Federal prosecutors claim they have the bribetaking on video and audio tape.
The indictment also alleges
Blandford conducted his office
through a "pattern of racketeering
activity" by extorting money and
defauding his campaign fund of
more than $6,500 in a three-year
period.
One former aide to Blandford
has pleaded guilty to lying to federal agents and two others have
been given immunity from prose-

er, under federal indictment on
serious corruption charges, will
preside over House consideration
of far-reaching government ethics
legislation that grew out of just
what Blandford is accused of.
Some bizarre circumstances
have existed in the General
Assembly — that one would take
the cake.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
cution. They're all cooperating
with the investigation, as is
McBee, who has pleaded guilty
to federal bribery charges.
• On the whole, it doesn't looktoo promising for the speaker.
However, he insisted before
the indictment was handed down
that he's innocent, he will run for
another term as speaker when the
General Assembly meets in January to elect its leaders and he will
defend himself in court against
whatever charges made against
him.
Certainly, Blandford is presumed innocent until a jury
decides otherwise, but the speaker needs to take a soul-searching
look at his position and ask himself how much harm he is pr
pared to inflict on the Gene
Assembly and the office f
speaker until that jury comes fin
with a verdict.

Blandford's indictment isn't a
singular event. It is the tenth of
what may be a long series of
indictments relating to corruption
in the legislative process. So far,
all but Blandford and Bruce
Wilkinson, a top aide to his
uncle, then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, have entered guilty pleas
largely to bribery charges.
Whatever the outcome of
Blandford's trial, the process
over which the speaker of the
House presided has been proven
by all those guilty pleas to be
corrupted. There's no way he or
anyone else can deny that fact.
And Blandford still wants to be
speaker.
He can rally the local troops —
and there are many Democrats in
the House who are loyal to him
— to retain the speaker's post in
January. However, that raises the
possibility that the House speak-

Then, there's the possibility of
Blandford presiding over House
consideration of major healthcare reform legislation, which
will be the inevitable focus of
heavy special interest lobbying.
Weakened, under intense scrutiny
in everything he does, Blandford
can't be much help to that cause.
If the speaker really cares
about the position he holds and
the House he has served in since
the 1960s, he will not run for
another term as speaker in January and instead defend himself
simply as the representative from
Daviess County.
If Blandford insists on fighting
from the speaker's chair at the
head of the House, his colleagues
should remove him in January
and begin the tough effort to
redeem the legislative process
from the corruption into which it
has sunk.
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Don't resurrect religious right
The Rev. Jerry Falwell says he
has been "inundated" since the
election with requests from some
religious conservatives to
"please, please, please crank up
the Moral Majority again."
As one who labored in the
organization as its vice president
from 1980-85, I would advise
please, please, please don't.
The effort might provide some
needed short-term cash for the
struggling Falwell organization
and for other groups like Pat
Robertson's Christian Coalition.
But if the objective is to change
government policy and, by
changing policy, return America
to its spiritual and moral roots,
the approach is backward.
If the Religious Right couldn't
achieve this goal when they had
Ronald Reagan in the White
House and a Republican Senate
for six years, the likelihood they
will enjoy success under a Democratic President and Democratic
Congress is even less promising.
Such an effort cannot work
because we now live in what
some theologians call a "postChristian culture." This means
that the old norms are no longer
accepted by the majority. Selfevident truth? What's that? What,
in fact, is truth? The majority no
longer accepts principles from the
Old and New Testaments that
once undergirded law, government, human relationships and
social policy. To appeal to this
majority with the language and
values of the past is to invite
rejection, even ridicule.
If religious conservatives are
looking for ways and places to
expend their energies during a
Clinton Administration, there are
many available. They are not
likely to generate much money,
but they ate certain to create a

center of influence that has the
potential to bring the kind of
positive changes which political
power alone has failed to
achieve.
First, religious conservatives
must separate their children from
the failed public school system.
Public schools have been invaded
and captured by an alien philosophy. With their emphasis on
"multiculturalism," rewriting history and "alternative lifestyles,"
they are hothouses in which
young seedlings are converted
into towering liberal oaks.
These schools cannot be
revived. They must be shunned
by those with traditional values if
those values and ideas are to be
preserved. Conservatives must
educate their children with their
own world view and aim for an
intellectually and morally superior school system. Public schools
would then be forced to change

or close.
If Congress and Bill Clinton
continue to oppose freedom of
choice in education, conservatives should make scholarships
available to parents unable to
afford non-public schools.
The crisis in education is
summed up by the late Allan
Bloom: "Students now arrive at
the university ignorant and cynical about our political heritage,
lacking the wherewithal to be
either inspired by it or seriously
critical of it." And why should
we expect them to be when the
focus in their primary education
has been the propaganda from a
leftist world view and not the
acquisition of genuine knowledge
and wisdom to equip them for
real life.
Second, preachers need to get
back to their primary mission,
which is to build up their members spiritually and morally and

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: SA letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should bef addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Bos 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

to attract new members to a life,
a cause and a kingdom not of this
world. It is the layperson, properly committed and properly taught
who has the real power to bring
real change.
Some people don't like
"trickle-down economics." I
don't like trickle-down morality.
If a nation is not ready to be moral and accept a universal standard
of righteousness, no President or
Congress can impose it. The people must be, prepared. The
preachers can lead the way, but
they cannot be the way. Call it
"bubble-up morality."
Finally, religious conservatives
need to reposition themselves and
be primarily known by what they
are for, not what they oppose.
They have a positive message
about life, about human relationships, about compassion, but it is
too often wrapped in a negative
image. Pro-lifers, for example,
ought to expand the network of
crisis pregnancy centers that offer
financial, medical, spiritual and
adoptiv
.
e services to women with
unplanned pregnancies. The
agenda would be the same — to
save babies and help women —
but the public face would be
more Mother Teresa and less
Operation Rescue; more compassion and less confrontation.
Taken together, a new standard
of education and a new approach
(which is really an old approach)
to evangelism, discipleship and
social commitment can affect a
radical change, even a reformation in America. Ministers who
think that government alone, or
government mostly, can accomplish their legitimate objectives,
might wish to reconsider this
great biblical truth: "Not by
might, not by power, but by my
mint, saw ilts Lod."
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Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Prices Good
Nov. 18 thru
Nov. 28

1407 Main
753-4682
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Good Food From Good Folks

Grogan's Country

U.S. Choice Boneless

Sausage
$ 1 59

Chuck Roast

U.S Choice
Extra lear

Ground
Chuck
$ 1 69
I Lb

Grade 'A' Fresh

Ground Beef

Hens

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

$ 1 59
Lb

Lb.

Owen's Best Family Pack

Shoulder
Roast
$ 89
I

Hyde Park Grade 'A'

Emge Fully Cooked Smoked Yellow Wrapper

Turkey Breast
$1 29
Pickles

Ham

Vlasic Sweet

0
89

U.S.Choice
Boneless

Center Cut
Boneless Pork

Loin
Roast
$169
%1Lb

Lb

Field's 1 Lb. Vac Pack

Extra Lean Center Cut Boneless

Pork Chops
$189
.
)
4 w

$ 1 59

Bacon
Kraft

Marshmallow
Cream

16 oz

13 oz

89`

$ 1 79

Whole Milk
$199
Gal.

Hyde Park
Grade 'A' Self-Basting

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Flav-O-Rich

I

2 Liter

Dixie Crystal

Sugar
$179

Turkey

79

5 Lb.

I

13-16 Lb
Owen's Best Fresh Baked or
Prairie Farms

Order Your Pit Baked Ham,
Smoked Turkey or
BBQ Shoulder
For Thanksgiving

Smoked Turkey Dinner

Sour Cream

13 Lb Avg. Turkey, 2 Qt. Cornbread Dressing,
1 Qt. Giblet Gravy, 1 Pt. Cranberry Reiisn

80, 2/89'

W/Tender Timer
With $15 Add Purchase
Excluding fob & Drink Special

Sunflower Plain or Self-Rising

Kraft Philadelphia

Flour

Cream Cheese

Sunflower Self-Rising

Pillsbury All Ready

99'
Dole
oz. 89'
Mandarin Oranges
Ocean Spray Jellied or Whole
16 oz. 79'
Cranberry Sauce

Pie Crust
Semi-Sweet Chips

Borden's Eagle Brand

Prairie Farm

Corn Meal 'Mix

5 lb.

$1 69
14 oz.

Milk
Vlasic Stuffed Spanish

$139

Olives

5 oz.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

12 pk.

$289

Stokely Cut

8 oz.

$ 1 79

15 oz.

Nestle Morsels
$ 1 89
12 oz

Vlasic Sweet Bread &

Fresh & Crisp

Butter Chips

22 oz $ 1 59
$ 1 89

1% Milk

gal.

Treesweet

Orange Juice

64 oz $ 1 49

Dixie Crystal

Pineapple

20

Hyde Park Heavy Duty

Foil
Libby
Fruit Cocktail

18 in.
30 oz.

$129

99'

Ronco

Powdered Sugar

U.S. #1
Russet

3/1
Stokely W.K. or C.S.
oz. 3/1
Corn
Sweet Sue
Chicken Broth 141/2 oz. 2/79'
14 oz.

Hyde Park Crushed or Chunk

2 lb

Vtochsee
Home Grown
Sweet

99' Green Beans
Golden

99' Spaghetti

7 oz. 4/$ 1

g/eit

Golden Ripe

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Store Baked

Baby

Potatoes
Bananas Baked Ham Ham Turkey Breast Swiss Cheese
Potatoes Celery
5 Lb. Bag
36 Size
99 $189
59 $359

3

39c 79' 29 $3
Lb

Lbs

10 Lb Bag Si 55

Lb.

Lb

1

Red Seedless

New Crop
Yellow

California
88 Size Navel

Washington Fancy
Red Delicious

Owens Best
Storemade
Hot or Regular

Owen's Best

2

Lb.

Owen's Famous
1/2 or Whole Pit

‘11/ Lb
Owen's Best
Storemade
Cranberry

Apples Pimento Cheese BBQ Ribs Baked Ram Relish
Oranges
Grapes Onions
3 Lb Bag
88 Size
59 299 $229
$269
Lb

$1 29
I

Lb

99' 4/$1 69

Lb

b

$3

Lb

Lb
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MURRAY TODAY
Wyatt reunion held
The Wyatt family held its
annual reunion on Sunday, Oct.
11, at the Benevolent Building at
Union Hill Church of Christ in
Marshall County.
Those attended from this area
were as follows:
Dan and Kathryn Wyatt,
Robert and Mavis Young, Larry,
Rose, Jay and Matthew Wyatt,
Randy and Zetta Young, Robbie
and Chase Young, Eric and Thema Gibson, Tim Young, Victoria
Turner, John and Bessie Elkins,
Randy and Lisa Mason Nelson,
Renee, Trent, Tiffany, Trista,
Tyler Fralicx,
David, Gwenith, Austin and
HaIse Wyatt, Phillip, Vicki, Jennifer and Grant Jones, Brian
EelIs, Henry and Fannle,e Buchanan, Wayne, Linda and Chris
Hendrick, Irvan, Agnes Johnston,

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Lamb,
Cassey and Brittney, Mandy,
Ray, Laken, Chance, Beau, Lacey
and Lindsey Ray, Mike, Linda,
Jeffrey and Jeremy Wyatt, Mary
Jane Roberson, Gary Roberson,
Stephenia Testa, Johnnie Wyatt,
Chris and Aron Garland,

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The American Humanics Department at Murray State University
is currently conducting its fourth annual Project Harvest. The project
consists of collecting canned goods for distribution by Need Line of
Murray and Calloway County. Collection points include these area
stores: Piggly Wiggly, Food Giant, Save-A-Lot, I.G.A., Kroger and
Wal-Mart. On campus, collection boxes are located at the Student
Activities office in the Curris Center, and Room 108, Carr Health
Building, MSU. The collection will run through Friday, Nov. 20.

Dorothy McClure, Sarah
Wyatt, Ralph and Brenda Mason,
Terry, Wayneue, Logan Roberson, Charles, Susan, Jackie and
Elvis Elkins, Pat and Judy Johnston, Eric Elkins, Kim Rose,
Rhonda, Nikki and Justin Lamb,
Lynette and Avery Darnell.

CCHS Council meeting 'Thursday
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Thursday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. in the school library. The agenda will
include personnel reports, policies and procedures, and the annual effective
schools plan. All interested persons are encouraged to attend, according to
Jerry Ainley, principal.

Attending from out-of-town
were Dub and Beulah Wyatt of
Taylor, Mich., Lucile Gore of
Dearborn, Mich., Danny and Flo-

Cards N Comics Show on Saturday

ra Kay Wyatt of Arkansas, Jim
Johnston, Donna Pankey and
Wanda Antzok, all of Michigan.

Cards N Comics Show will be at Murray High School, 501 Doran Rd.,
Murray, on Saturday, Nov. 21, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Door prizes will be
given at 10:02 a,m., 12:02 p.m. and 4:02 p.m. Twenty-five tables will be set
up at $30 each. Admission will be $1 with moms admitted free. Concessions
will be available. This is being sponsored by Murray Band Boosters. For
more information, contact Bobby Martin at 753-5411 or 753-6992.

To report local news, call 753-1916

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Todd Nunnally

GREAT SPECIAL
3 Pc. Whitefish Basket

3.50

Wfth Fries &
Hushpuppies

Proffitt-Nunnally vows
are solemnized at church

BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY PARTY TODAY
Fabulous Fri. & Sat.
SEAFOOD BUFFET

Try Our Marinated
CHARBROILED RIBEYE

Seven
Seas
Hwy. 641 North 753-4141
•

CH61AIZZIC
AIAIZET

FREE $1000
IN CARPET OR AREA RUGS
Each location will draw one name on
12/21/92 at 3:00 P.M. Complete rules
available in stores. Just Register.
"Huge Stock of Carpet"
Across from
Visa/Mastercard
Governor's Mall
Hwy 641
127 Terminal Dr.
Puryear, TN
Clarksville, TN
901-498-8963
615-552-8787

r
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MORTGAGE RATES ARE DOWN!

You KNow 1-rs A
We offer fixed or adjustable rates, short and long terms

GREAT TIME To

Esther Jean Proffitt of Houston, Texas, and Samuel Todd Nunnally
of Kenner, La., were married Saturday, Sept. 5, at 4:30 p.m. at New
Providence Presbyterian Church, Maryville, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William F. Proffitt of
Alcoa, Tenn. Parents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Marney T. Nunnally of Murray.
The ceremony was officiated by Dr. Kenneth Gates.
Escorted by her father, the bride wore a white silk shantung gown
with a sweetheart neckline, beaded Alencon lace bodice, pouf sleeves
and on/off shoulders accented with rosettes. The gown feltured a back
bow accented with rosettes and a full skirt with a semi-cMhedral train
trimmed in beaded Alencon lace.
She carried a bridal bouquet of white and orchid fl
Karen Proffiu Jarvis of Bristol, Va., cousin of the bride, was m
of honor. Bridesmaids were Pam Reilly of Tiburon, Calif., Linda L.
Williams of Kenner, La., and Alicia G. Nunnally of St. Louis, Mo.,
the latter a sister of the groom.
The attendants wore long gowns of cerise faulle taffeta. Each gown
featured a sabrina neckline, a v-back, and a shirred cummerbund waist
with flared peplum in back over a straight skirt accented with a rose at
the waist.
Bradley Taylor Nunnally of Murray, brother of the groom, was best
man. Groomsmen were Kritt Albritton of Murray, Dave Massengill of
Laurenceville, Ga., and Brooks Ewing of Cincinnati, Ohio.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, was held at the Airport
Hilton. Lori Proffitt kept the bride's book.
After a wedding trip to Hilton Head, S.C., the couple is now at
home in Houston, Texas.
The bride earned a bachelor's degree in finance from the University
of Tennessee. She is employed as senior financial representative of
Shell Oil Company.
The groom earned a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering
from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. He is a member member
of Phi Kappa Sigma and is employed by Shell Oil Company.
goula, Miss.

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY CHIEF PETTY
OFFICER JEFFREY R. BORCARDING recently reported for
duty with the guided missile
cruiser Precommissioning Unit
Cape St. George, based at Paca-

A graduate of National University, San Diego, Calif., with an
Associate of Arts Degree, he
joined the Navy in January 1978.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
Mary L. Short of Rt. 5, Murray.

and afixed rate loan "safety net" option that gives you a

PURCHASE OR REFINANCE.

FOR 1

OR

50%

OFF

REGISTRATION FEES FOR
NEW STUDENTS

CONNIE SMITH
GYMNASTICS

Now You KNow

641 South
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Canter

WHO TO CALL.

•SPACE IS LIMITED FOR
ALL CLASSES!! CALL NOW
TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT:

we're' open six days a week to serve you.

Free seminar planned Thursday
A free Bill of Rights Discussion Group on 'Who Does the 5th Amendment
Protect?' will be Thursday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Dr. Joe Rose of Political Science Department, Murray State University, will lead the discussion. This seminar is funded by a grant from the
Kentucky Humanities Council, according to Ben Graves, director of library,
who urges the public to attend.

Murray Family YMCA plans Overnight
The Murray Family YMCA in conjunction with Murray State University and
the American Humanics Program will sponsor the Fifth Annual YMCA Overnight on Friday, Nov. 20. The overnight will be on Murray State's campus
starting at 8 p.m. Friday until 8 a.m. on Saturday. Children in grades kindergarten through sixth grade may attend. If the child is not a member of the
YMCA, there is an additional charge of $10 for insurance purposes. For
more information about the overnight, call 759-YMCA.

Special programs scheduled at schools
West Kentucky Site Based Decision Making Network Coalition will present an Interactive Television Presentation on Primary Programs That Work
on Thursday, Nov. 17, from 6:30 to 9 p.m. These will be shown at Room 152
of Business Building at Murray State University, and at places at Fulton,
Paducah, Hopkinsville and Madisonville.

Need Line Food Basket Signup planned
Signup dates for the annul Christmas Food Basket Program of MurrayCalloway County Need Line will be Thursday and Friday, Nov. 19 and 20.
Kathie Gentry, executive director, said persons may sign up at the office on
the ground floor of Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
these two days. Each one should bring proof of income and a statement of
food stamps. The food baskets will be distributed on Dec. 21 and 22. For
more information call 753-6333.

Southwest Council meeting Thursday
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site Based Council meeting will
be Thursday, Nov. 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. The agenda will include
redistricting, waiver of class capsize, budget, school climate, and personnel
of regular substitutes. All members and interested persons are urged to
attend.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday. Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. Dr. Noel Thomas will be the speaker on 'Current Health
Issues.' Sandy Craig will give the devotion. Hostesses willb e Sharon Ray,
Pat Latimer and Linda Bennett.

Martin's Chapel plans supper

servicing on your loan after closing. So call us,

-Tiny Tots (Ages 3 & 4)
-Preschool Gymnastics (Age 5)
-School Ago GymnasOcs (Age 8-18J
-Competitive Gymnastics (AU Ages)
-Tumbling (Ages 418)
-Cheeriest:ling

Dr. Kit Wesler, Murray State University and director of Wickliffe Mounds,
will be speaker at a meeting of General Lloyd Tilghman Camp No. 1495
Sons of Confederate Veterans on Thursday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. at Anne
Washington Leslie House, 1310 Broadway, Paducah. Dr. Wesler will discuss the archaeological finds at the Tilghman Home. The Sword in the
American Civil War will be the theme of the program. Civil War period
swords will be on display. The public is invited. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend. For more information contact Howard Randle,
1-443-3857, or John Suttles, 1-443-4237.

Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its annual Brunch
and Fun Auction on Thursday, Nov. 19, at 11 a.m. at the club house. A
variety of home baked goods, preserves, pickles, and other items will be
auctioned by Mary Gertzen. Hostesses will be Judy Stahler, Madelle Talent,
Lottie Brandon, Willene Lackey and Winnie Love. This is an open meeting
and guests are welcome.

dasses

break on.future refinance costs. We also provide

SCV Camp to hear Dr. Wester

Home Department plans special events

NOW UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 1992
for any of our

New Horizons Singles, a caring sharing repairing ministry, will meet
Thursday, Nov. 12, from 5:30 to 8 p.m. at First Christian Church, 111 North
Fifth St., Murray. Child care will be provided. All singles, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed are invited to attend. For more information call the church at 753-3824 or 753-4603.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet

- HOLIDAY SPECIAL -

2

New Horizons Singles plan meeting

753-6705

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have a Thanksgiving supper
on Saturday, Nov. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at the church. The meat will be furnished
and women of the church are to bring other dishes for the meal. This is
open to all interested persons and especially to those who will be alone during this holiday season.

Eastwood Academy plans bazaar
Eastwood Christian Academy will have its annual Chnstmas Bazaar on
Saturday, Nov. 21, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Featured will be Christmas items,
crafts and baked goods. Pictures can be taken with Santa. Beans and cornbread, along with hot cider, will be served throughout the day. The academy
is located one mile east of Murray on Highway 94. For more information call
753-7744.

BRING IN THIS AD FOR DISCOUNT'

REPUBLIC

Zetas cancel event

Savings Bank
12th & Main
Murray, Kentuck%
759-1630

Sally Hopkins, Chirf Operating
Kent Rohrer, Assist-ma Banking Mrter

Just In Time For Christmas!
Perfect Gifts For Everyone
On Your List.

Downtown, Court Square

F NDFO

S. l.

rd•N

!orPf •
aren•I 11,,theihi

I
- _

Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations
Stocking Stuffers

eoohmanh

Lis

ulf •41.
n•I

Mernirer FDIC
.t.1 e‘tnpo.

753-7222

Cassette Tapes
Books & Cards
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
U.K. & Disney Gifts

Mon.-Sat, 9-6, Sun. 1-5

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its meeting for Thursday, Nov. 19.
The department will have- its
next meeting on Thursday, Dec.
17, at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Judy Stahler will present a
program on "Jest Fore Christmas." Hostesses will be Rebecca
Irvan, Minnie B. Craig, Barbara
Aikin and Katherine Russell.
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McCuiston and Anderson
wedding planned Nov. 21
Final arrangements have been
completed for the wedding of
DeAnn Michelle McCuiston and
Michael Lee Anderson.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Ms. Janice McCuiston and
Keys McCuiston of Murray.
Parents of the groom-elect are
Ms. Carolyn Anderson of Owensboro and Jesse Anderson of
Philpot.
The vows will be solemnized
on Saturday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist C hutch.
The Rev. Odell Colson will
officiate. Music will be presented
by Carol Kelly, pianist, and Erica
Rowlette, vocalist.
The maid of honor will be
Amy Anderson, sister of the
groom-elect. Bridesmaids will be
Tona Camp, Stacey Woods,
Christy Darnell and Melissa

Butterworth.
Dennis Anderson, brother of
the groom-elect, will be best
man. Groomsmen will be Darren
McCuiston, brother of the groomelect, Jeff Rogers, Jeff Johnson
and Jason Phillips.
Austin Wells, nephew of the
bride-elect, will be the ring
bearer.
Presiding at the guest register
will be Stephanie Phillips.
Joanna Adams will direct the
wedding, Stefani Barnett will
serve as the bride-elect's
assistant.
A reception, catered by Vickie
Geurin, will be held in the Family Life Center at the church.
All relatives and friends of the
couple are invited to attend the
wedding ceremony and the
reception.

Dustin Blake Shelby born
MARRIED 60 YEARS. Mr. and Mrs. Ted Beach of Murray will
observe their 60th wedding anniversary on Thursday, Nov. 19.
They were married on that date in 1932 at Farmington. Mrs.
Beach is the former Euple Radford. They have one daughter, Mrs.
Donna Sue Tidwell, and one son, Henry Lee Beach, both of Murray; and two grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dale Shelby of Rt. 3, Box 134, Fulton, are
the parents of a son, Dustin Blake
Shelby, born on Monday, Nov. 9,
at 10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The baby

weighed eight pounds one ounce
and measured 20% inches. The
mother is the former Pam Baker.
Grandparents are Mrs. Betty Baker and the late Boyce Baker of
Aurora and Patsy and Larry Shelby of RL 1, Sedalia.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Nov. 18
Alcoholic Anonymous
(AA)/open discussion/1 1
a.m./American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Overeaters Anonymous for
beginners/5:l5 p.m. and
regulars/5:30 p.m., both at Ellis
Community Center.
Session meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
servicesf7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Fellowship dinner;
Prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
events include A.R.K./5 p.m.;
Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club Thanksgiving/5 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Family supper/5:30 p.m.;
Sunday School Bible Study/6
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs and
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; business
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, College
Career and Adult Bible Studies/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting/8
p.m.
First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meetingf7
p.m.

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Elvis," a male black/white Border Collie mix; "Amber," a
female Golden Retriever mix pup; "Melon," a male shorthaired beige Tabby; and "Speckles," a spayed female Aussie Shep mix. Animals
who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to
6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway
County. For information call 759-4141.

Newborns and
dismissals are
listed in report

LYNN GROVE HIGH SCHOOL Class of 1952 held its 40-year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 5, at
Curris Center, Murray State University. One class member, Patty Morton Elkins, is deceased.
Attending were, from left, front row, Barbara Myers Smotherman, Anna Howard Colson, Fay
McReynolds Orr, Juanita McReynolds David, Martha Rogers Hutchens, Virginia Miller Morris,
back row, Merritt Lawson, Ferrel Miller, Gerald Paschall, H.L. Ford, L.D. Cook Jr., and Pat Dale
Orr.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Nov. 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hopkins baby girl, parents, Dawn
and Mark, At. 1, Box 645, Hardin;
Morrison baby girt, parents, Emily
and Tommy, AL 7, Box 459, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marianne Hinton and baby girl,
At. 3, Box 336A, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Dorothy Holland, At. 3, Box 95A,
Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy McClure, 313 South
10th St., Murray; Mrs. Patti Gayle Nanney and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 492,
Benn;
Abs. Dorothy Guthrie, 1610 Magnolia, Murray; Jason Thomas Lee, and
Justin Tyler Lee, both of At. 1, Box 6,
Dexter;
Mitchell Ryan Tucker, At. 6, Box
160, Murray; David Szemeredy, At. 1,
Box 140, Dexter; Jerry Bolls, 1533
London Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Reba Beasley, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray; Miss Rebecca Jane
Melton, 1704 Magnolia, Murray;
Mrs. Albertda Martin, 402 North
First St., Murray; Mrs. Delano Waldrop, 707 Main St., Murray;
Robert Lee Hartsfield, 405 North
Cherry, Murray; William Hal Smith, At.
2, Box 156, Murray.
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Video Teleconference/1-3
p.m./Barkley Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Info/762-4220.

International Programs Open
House/3-5 p.m./Ordway Hall lobby, Murray State University.
Admission free.
Murray State University Rodeo
Boosters Club, Inc./7:30
p.m./West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Info/762-3383.

Thursday, Nov. 19
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Penny Homemakers Club/noon/
home of Marelle Farless.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
First Christian Church events
include Youth Bible Study and
Prayer/5:30 p.m..
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and Staff-Parish Relations
Committee/7 p.m.
Young N Hearts of GlendaleRoad Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
First Baptist. Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m. and BYWs/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Prime Time to
Lamberts at Sikeston, Mo./10
a.m.
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club/7 p.m./Country Kitchen,
Drafferts-rille.
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officersf7 p.m.

Cards 'N' Comics Show
Murray High School
Saturday, November 21, 1992
9:00 a.m. til 5:00 p.m.
Door Prizes
Admission $1.00 (moms

free)
Concessions Available

Sponsored by: Murray Band Boosters

David Mike! Stroup born
Mr. Apd -Mrs. David Stroup of
Rt. I, Box 1, Hazel, are the
parents of a son, David Mikel
Stroup, born on Wednesday, Nov.
11, at 6:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed six pounds 13
ounces and measured 19 inches.
The mother is the former Melody
Hart. Grandparents are Laureen
Hart of Hazel, Leroy Hart and
Connie and Mary Stroup, all of
Mayfield, and Jim and Dolores
Legg of Rio Rancho, N.M. Greatgrandparents are Connie and
Sybil Stroup of Wingo, Mary

Morris of Mayfield and Mary
Gatewood of Selmer, Tenn.

_
"

A-1 GLITTERS
-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Comurdal & Raident141)

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020

Two New Servites For Your Convenience
E

LUPS

Do You Know
Why This
Woman Is So
Happy?

Let us better serve you. While
you wait for your prescriptions,
we will send your package; via the
United Parcel Service or FAX
Important documents or letters to
their proper destination.

Call us today and set up an appointment to see
if the new LifeSound canal is right for you!
(502) 753-4190

Charlie's Safe-'I' Discount Pharmacy
Idtridalt at V hitndl
liotors: Nion.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 4-5:30

Because she's able to hear her granddaughter
easily once again' She's wearing the NEW canal
hearing instrument from Siemens! It's so small, no
one notices it in her ear, but they do notice her
ability to hear clearly and easily once again'

JCPenney
Styling Salon

502-759-4815
AUDIOLOGY
SERVICES III

753-4175
HC4t4 et 5601 14401-

300 South 8th St.
Suite 304 E

NEUS

1992 JCPenney Company. In,

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Cali 7.59-9d1
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State Department releasing
findings of passport search
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A
potentially embarrassing report
on the search of President-elect
Clinton's citizenship and travel
records is being made public
amid reports that the trail may
lead to the White House.
A Republican activist, Elizabeth M. Tamposi, already has
been forced from her high-level
State Department post in the
widening controversy and now it
may be known whether she implicated others.
And another official in the
troubled Consular Affairs bureau,
special assistant Steven Moheban,
resigned on Monday "to pursue
opportunities in the private sector," a department press officer
said.
Ms. Tamposi, who headed the
consular affairs office before she
was dismissed by President Bush
last week, is said to have told the
department's inspector general in
September of White House interest in having a search of files for
information about Clinton.
At the time, Bush was making
an issue of Clinton's character
and opposition to the Vietnam
War in an unsuccessful reelection campaign. The search
found no evidence the Democratic challenger had inquired about
changing his citizenship while
attending Oxford University in
England in the late 1960s or had
engaged in illegal activities during a trip to Moscow in 1969-70.
The State Department cited
requests for information from the
news media as the rationale for
the search, conducted on an expedited basis even though the
criteria for doing so were lacking.
But there have been reports in
the past week that Ms. Tamposi
had been told the White House
wanted the information.
State Department investigators
have questioned other officials
about the search. Searches also
were made of the passport files of
Clinton's mother, Virginia Kelley, and Ross Perot, the independent presidential candidate.
Results of the Inspector General Sherman M. Funk's investigation were to be made public
today at a news conference by
acting Secretary of State
Lawrence S. Eagleburger and
Funk.
Eagleburger, a career foreign
service officer, has headed the
department since James A. Baker
III left in August to help Bush's
re-election campaign and to work
as the president's chief of staff.
Apart from any White House
link, interest is centered on
whether Ms. Tamposi arranged

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

the search or was drawn into the
awkward affair by others and
then was singled out unfairly for
punishment.
Last week, Clinton angrily
denounced the search of his passport files. If. as president, he
heard of anyone doing anything
like that, he said, "I will fire
them the next day."

UPS Pick-Up

4
RIM Balentiote
753-7581

Hal Nance-BroiLer
753-7955

Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

David Morris
759-4960

Professional Real Estate
1103 Northwood Drive

N4-1 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun I-S! p.m.
H%,” 641 NI.
Olympic Plata
753-2380

—

II
UPS

Bel-Air Center
Murray
Open 7-11 Daily

Reg., Lite or Extra Creamy Cool Whip

SMART SHOPPINIS
Pillsbury
Plain or Self-Rising
Farm Fresh
Grade 'A Medium

5 Lb. Bag

8 oz.
Hyde Park Whip Topping 8 oz. 79*

9

29

Parkay Reg. or Lite

Doz.

Margarine

WITH ONE FILLED SM

_
Cranberry puce

Ocean Spray

Kraft Reg. or Mini

NIARCARINT

Marshmallows
1 Lb. Qtrs.

Jellied or Whole

Parkay Spread 4 Lb. Bowl $1.99

4%.

•

Hyde Pak( Aluminum'

2 Ct. Pkg.
Hyde Park

Pet Ritz

Pie Shells

Foil

Pie Shell

37.5 Sq

Fresh Bake

Brown & Serve
Rolls

2 Ilet•Ritz
Pic CnstShells
,,,WrTer.rrt:w

12 oz. Pkg.
Deep Dish 99'

Man pleads
guilty to
setting fire
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A Warren County man
pleaded guilty to burning down a
church last year, but another man
was acquitted of a charge that he
helped steal a car used in the
arson.
Jerry Wayne Gann pleaded
guilty Monday to burning down
Barren River Baptist Church,
where the pastor has been a vocal
critic of the Ku Klux Klan.
The same day, a U.S. District
Court jury acquitted Tommy Alan
Ladd of Warren County of the
stolen car charge.
The trial of three other Warren
County residents accused of conspiracy in the fire was delayed
Tuesday until March 15.
The Dec, 6 fire destroyed the
church, which is located not far
from a field where Klan rallies
have been held. After a rally last
fall, church pastor Larry Craig
called the Klan "a putrid cancer
on the body of America."
Gann pleaded guilty to charges
that he conspired to and carried
out the burning of the church and
that he stole a car that was used
during the arson. No sentencing
date was set for Gann, who likely
will be a key witness for the
prosecution.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sking
Replacement Windows•Patio Doors
Carports•Pato Enclosures
'Wolvenne
C,srtan Teed
'Reynolds
'Alcoa
'Mask
5 Year Labor Warrenty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P') 13,.-:x 1064, Murray, KY 42071

(502)753-0280

Del Monte

Whole Kernel or Cream Style
Golden Corn, French Style or
Cut Green Beans or Sweet Peas

Hyde Park

Ohse Whole
Big "T" Boneless

Hen Turke s
10 Lb.
& Up

Lb.

With Add. $20 Purchase
Excluding Cigarettes & Tobacco

Bonele

Shoulder
00011=111111.141j1r,"

(Dole Premium

Bananas
$

_

3

Fresh Crisp

Lbs

Celery

-

3 Lb. Bag Red, Gold &

Jonathan Apples
Florida Pink or White

Grapefruit

1
211
.
.
1i

s 19 Large Florida

I

Tangelos

3/s, 12 oz. Sunsweet

Count

Sausage
,
49

Ea.
111110110111111110111111

Clifty Far

Partin

4/9

Lb.

A Prunes
VEIN 10100 MEI MEI NMI VIM MED ill= MI 111%
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THESE MONEY
SAVING COUPONS!
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E1N EL-H1LWEH, Lebanon
(AP) — At night, the alleyways
of this usually raucous Palestinian refugee camp are deserted.
People cower in their homes as
gunmen loyal to Yasser Arafat
and Abu Nidal stalk each other.
At least 19 people have been
killed over the last five months in
eye-for-an-eye gun and bomb

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Murray licitucky 42071
(502)753-8887

247-8537

BIG NINE DAY SALE!!
Prices Good
Wed., Nov. 18th
Thru
Thurs., Nov. 26th

Elf'

GIVIN

*We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.

IA11117

We Will Be Open
7 am to 6 pm
Thanksgiving Day!
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Oil
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Bone-In
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159

Baker's Angel Flake

$

48 oz. Plastic
Bottle

14 oz. Bag

Diet Pepsi, Caffeine Free, 7-Up,
Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper, Crush, Barqs

Ham
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Lb.

18_20
Lb.

The Real Taste of Ham

All Varieties
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I
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12 Pks. 12oz. cans '2.99
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Jumbo Wieners

$179

Our Special Touch

See Us For Your Party Trays
Order Early & Enjoy The Holidays!
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Pumpkin 4249
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Apple Cranberry
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Lb.

Our Special Touch

Pecan
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attacks apparently touched oil by
Abu Nidal's opposition to the
U.S.-sponsored Arab-Israeli
peace talks in Washington.
Two years ago. 75 people were
killed and 200 wounded in three
days of fighting in Ein
Lebanon's largest refugee camp,
when Arafat's Fatah movement
cracked down on Abu Nidars
Fatah-Revolutionary Council.
Before the latest spate of killings began in June, this teeming
shantytown of about 60,000 people throbbed with life at night
despite frequent gunplay by ry.al
guerrilla factions.
Men in checkered kaffiych
headdress crowded cafes to play
cards and drink coffee. Fast-food
spots sold sandwiches, drinks and
cigarettes.
No more.
Khaled Zaatii, a 45-year-old
baker and Arafat supporter who
usually goes to work after midnight, stays home after dark.
"I feel someone's waiting at
every corner with a pistol to kill
me. It's ji:st not safe," he says.
The bloodletting is adding to
the pressure on Arafat, chairman
of the Palestine Liberation Organization, to pull the Palestinian
delegation out of the talks
because Israel refuses to discuss
an independent Palestinian state.
The PLO has no seat at the
talks, but advises the Palestinian
negotiators.
Arafat claims Iran and Saudi
Arabia are financing Abu Nittil
and other radical factions
opposed to the peace - talks.
So far, President Elias Hrawi's
Syrian-backed government has
made no move to send in troops'
to halt the violence. Until recently, most of the slayings were
inside the camps and the Lebanese were not overly concerned.
But lately the bloodshed hs
spilled into Sidon, southern Lebanon's provincial capital, and
other areas supposedly under
government control.
Palestinian factions have tried
in vain to mediate an end to the
feud. They believe the Syrians
and other Arab powers are _using
the conflict to settle old scores
with Arafat.
Col. Munir Makdah. Fatah'
militia commander in Lebanon.
claims Abu Nidal receives -at
least S40 million from Iran and
about $200 million twin Saudi
Arabia annually to parafvte the
PLO."
Iran opposes the peace talks.
Its Lebanese surrogate. the Shiite
Muslim Hezbollah, or Party of
God, has intensified its attacks oil
Israel's so-called security zone in
southern Lebanon.
This has triggered -Israeli air
raids and artillery ''onibardinents
recently that ha e killed or
wounded scores of people.
Saudi Arabia supports peace
negotiations but turned against
Arafat in 1.00 schen he supported Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait.
The Syrians, undisputed masters of Lebanon, are key players
in the talks. They are not loathe,
however, to put the sipeele on
Israel during. negotiations.
Syrian President Hale, As ad
and Arafat have been joust ng
• ever since Assad sponsored a
PLO mutiny against Arafat in
1983 in a bid to conirol the
Palestinian cause and so holster
his regional status.

MSU Jazz Band to
perform Thursday
The Murray State Jazz Band I
will present its first full concert
of the fall semester Thursday
night at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
The concert is free and open to
the public.

EARN
6.25%

Homemade
Dressing ....Lb.

$169

We Decorate Cakes!!

$139

Fresh Off The Steam Table

In Store Baked

Lb

.1%

Turkey
Breast

99
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Blood feud worsens between
Yasser Arafat and Abu Nidal

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Personalized Childrens Books
Your favorite child is the star of their very
own story. Each full color book is personalized with the child's name,address, age,
parent, and friends name. The perfect gift
for any occasion. Written, illustrated, and
published by mu_
tomoted
Murray residents.
312 mon sow

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.
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Bob
Cornelison
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SPORTS
BASEBALL

COMMENTARY

Baseball's new
kids on the block
get bargain buys

Rockies, Marlins stockpile players, create deals

Imagine being pan of a
Rotisserie league where you
get to keep the best players
and the last two teams to
join have to kick $2.6
million into the pot each and
every time they reach down
into the dregs.
Well, you didn't have to
imagine if you were the
owner of one of the major
league's 26 established
franchises on Tuesday. All
you had to do was tune in
to ESPN.
During that network's daylong coverage of baseball's
expansion draft, those same
owners got to watch the new
kids on the block, the
Florida Marlins and Colorado

NEW YORK — The Colorado Rockies say they're
ready to play ball. In fact, manager Don Baylor proved it
by presenting next year's opening-day lineup with a major
leaguer at every position.
The Florida Marlins, meanwhile, can't begin to predict
who will start in April. Not that they're worried about it.
By late Tuesday night, after an expansion draft in which
Bryan Harvey, Charlie Hayes and Joe Girardi were taken
but Danny Tartabull, Lee Smith and Jack Morris were not,
both new teams said they liked what they got.
And, after a flurry of seven trades that followed the
seven-hour event and moved Danny Jackson, Jody Reed
and Walt Weiss to new clubs, a lot of other clubs felt the
same way.
In the only deal that did not involve an expansion team,
Seattle and Cincinnati made the biggest trade of the day.
The Mariners swapped disappointing slugger Kevin Mitchell for reliever Norm Charlton, just eight days after former
Reds manager Lou Piniella took the job in Seattle.
No trades could be announced until all three rounds of
the draft were finished and each new National League team

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

had 36 players. All day, however, there was speculation
that several deals were on deck.
Even so, the main focus throughout the afternoon and
early evening was the different way in which Florida and
Colorado went about building their ballclubs. From the
start, the Rockies looked toward next April, while the Marlins looked further into the future.
The Rockies, wanting power hitters to play at Mile High
Stadium and pitchers who know how to keep the ball in the
park, used their first 11 picks to choose players with bigleague experience. The 13 players Colorado took in the
first round had combined to play 2,794 games in the
majors, and would've had an average age of 26.7 next
opening day.
"It's been a pretty exciting day," Rockies general manager Bob Gebhard said. "We do want to get out, look at
our roster, study it a little and see what areas we needed to
straighten and grow with."
Colorado, as expected, took Atlanta pitching prospect
David Nied with the No. 1 choice. Baylor said Nied would
start the Rockies' first game and be backed with a lineup
that includes Jerald Clark, Alex Cole and Dante Bichette in
the outfield, Hayes and Andres Galarraga — signed Monday as a free agent — in the infield, Joe Girardi catching

and Darren Holmes in the bullpen.
"We went after the guys we wanted right away," Baylor said.
So did the Marlins. They just wanted a different set of
players who were left off 15-man protected lists, and
weren't worried about setting their opening-day lineup just
yet.
Florida's first-rounders have combined to play just 622
games in the majors, with Harvey in 247 of them. The
average of the Marlins' first 13 picks will be 24.6 next
April.
"We're thrilled with the way everything fit," Marlins
general manager Dave Dombrowski said. "I think we're
on the brink of a lot of talent ready to break in at the bigleague level. We figure off of this draft that we've got
about 20 big-league players."
The Marlins added to their roster right away. Minutes
after the draft ended, the fun started, the Marlins made
four deals in which they:
— Traded catcher Eric Helfand, drafted from Oakland,
back to the Athletics along with a player to be named for
shortstop Weiss.
• TURN TO PAGE 11

Exhibition Stars
Temple forces 35 turnovers
as Lady Racers fall 101-78

JIM LITKE
AP
Sports Columnist

By MICHAEL BANKS
Rockies, turn over pile after
pile of discarded players to
find out exactly how little
S95 million buys these days.
The $95 million is the
franchise fee that their moreestablished brethren extracted
from the owners of both the
Marlins and Rockies for the
dubious privilege of joining
the National League next
season. Since both teams
were given 36 selections, the
cost per-player works out to
a preposterous $2,638,888, _
give or take a few cents.
And that sum was just to
acquire the players; on top
of that, incredible as it may
seem, the Rockies and Marlins are also going to have
to pay the prospects, rejects
and retreads they collected.
Then — and this is the really incredible part — they
are actually going to try and
play competitive baseball
with them.
"We're thrilled with the
way everything fit," the
Marlins' youngish general
manager, Dave Dombrowski,
said with apparent
earnestness. "We're in a
position where we feel we'll
be able to sign free-agent
players at the major league
level who will help Our
ballclub."
Said Rockies general manager Bob Gebhard: "It's
been a pretty exciting day.
We do want to get out, look
at our roster, study it a little
and see what areas we
needed to straighten and
grow with."
If it sounds like both
teams intend to spend more
money, that's probably
because they already recognize the inevitability of
having to do so. Heading
into Tuesday, fans as well
as some of Dombrowski's
and Gebhard's counterparts
envisioned the draft as a
multimillion-dollar swap meet
along the lines of "Let's
Make a Deal." Instead, it
turned out to be more like
the "Home Shopping
Network."
Florida and Colorado
eschewed the big names
rumored to be part of "turnaround trades," in which
high-priced veterans like Lee
Smith, Danny Tartabull, Shawon Dunston and Jose Lind
would be selected for the
sole purpose of dealing them
to another club.
To their immediate credit,
both new clubs did manage
some astute finagling with
the few modestly priced turnarounds they did make use
of — the Marlins in drafting
and then dishing off lefthanders Greg Hibbard (to the
Cubs) and Danny Jackson (to
the Phi!lies) for youngsters;
and the Rockies for shipping
out Jody Reed (to the Dod• TURN TO PAGE 11

Murray Lodger & Times Stift Writer

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 Times photo

Murray State's Allison Gallimore pushes the ball upcourt by Temple Stars' defender Jackie Franklin
during the Lady Racers' 101-78 exhibition loss Tuesday night at Racer Arena.

The theory is you usually try to
schedule a "patsy" for exhibition
games. But with a powerful Kentucky squad waiting in the wings,
Murray State can't afford to play
any "patsies" right now, says
coach Kelly Breazeale.
Tuesday night the Lady Racers
got all they could want in a legitimate opponent and more, as a
powerful Temple Stars team used
a hectic full-court game in breezing by Murray State 101-78 in
Racer Arena. --- The Stars, which are based in
Nashville, Tenn., boasted of a
lineup featuring the all-time leading scorer in Tennessee State
University's history and a key
member of last year's Final Four
Western Kentucky team, in addition to several of the former top
girls' college players in the
Southeast.
"We usually catch people off
guard," said Temple coach Nora
Cohnes. "But, everyone one of
our girls was a good player when
she played in college."
Sharon Jarrett, TSU's
leading scorer, hit two of two
3-pointers and 7 of 8 from the
free throw line in leading the
Stars in scoring with a game-high
23 points, as seven of Temple's
nine players finished in double
figures in the exhibition win.
"We knew this team was going
to be a very tough team," said

RACER BASKETBALL

IU's Bailey facing expectations, Racers
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Wrear

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. —
Damon Bailey hasn't lived up to
the huge expectations he brought
with him to Indiana University
two years ago, but Coach Bob
Knight said he may hold the key
to the Hoosiers' success this year.
Bailey, a forward in high
school when he scored with ease
against vastly overmatched competition, has struggled at times as
a college backcourt player.
"Bailey was in as difficult a
position of any kid we've had at
Indiana, because he has to make a
change in position, ... he has to

make a change in work habits, he
has to develop a completely different understanding of what it is
he has to do and how he has to
do it," Knight said.
"He's at a point now where I
think he's accomplished most of
those things, at least I would
hope he has. I feel that he has,
and I'm really anxious to see the
player I think Bailey will be this
year," Knight said.
He'll get his chance tonight when
No. 4 Indiana opens the
1992-1993 season with a firstround game against Murray State
in the Preseason National Invitation Tournament.
The winner will face either

Tulane or Wagner in the second
round Friday night for a berth in
the semifinals at New York's
Madison Square Garden on Nov.
25.
The Hoosiers, 27-7 and NCAA
semifinal losers to eventual
champion Duke last spring, return
five full- or pan-time starters;
Murray State (17-13) has two
starters back from a year ago.
But don't hang a favorite tag
on the Hoosiers, Knight warned.
"Assumptions on the part of
individual players or teams is
often the greatest roadblock thew
is to development," Knight said.
Knight refuses to speculate
how good the Hoosiers will be

this year, even with the return of
Bailey, Calbert Cheaney, Greg
Graham, Alan Henderson and
Matt Nover, along with a healthy
Pat Graham.
"It remains to be seen what
this team will be like. I don't
know," said Knight, starting his
22nd year at Indiana with a
486-160 record and his 28th year
in coaching overall with a
588-210 mark.
Cheaney, a fourth-year starter,
led the Hoosiers at 17.6 points a
game last season and goes into
the campaign with 1,828 career
points.
• TURN TO PAGE 11

Breazeale, who now has 16 days
to prepare her squad for their
Dec. 4 matchup with Kentucky in
the first round of the Lady Kat
Invitational.
"We really couldn't have
afforded to play a weak team
with Kentucky on the horizon.
It's important that the kids learn
from this. This was a good team
that showed our youngsters a lot
as far as intensity and execution,"
said the MSU coach.
Temple was second in the
National Pro-Am Tournament
held earlier this year and placed
third in the National Meet in
1990. The squad ranges in age
from 24 to 36.
It was this experience which
played a key role in Tuesday's
win, as the Stars defensive pressure forced Murray State into 35
turnovers and 27 percent shooting
(12 of 45) from the field during
the second half.
"This was a real eye-opener for
the kids. It showed us some areas
where we definitely need to work
on," Breazeale said. "We're
going to have to be more patient.
We're trying to force a lot of
things to happen."
Temple parlayed a 10-point
lead at the half, 55-45, courtesy
of several MSU turnovers, into a
17-point lead with 14:04 remaining on Jarrett's 18-foot jumper
from the left corner. But MSU
would whittle away at the lead
• TURN TO PAGE 11

EKU frosh Doss
leads Colonels
over Crusaders
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Freshman DeMarcus Doss
scored 23 points to lead Eastern Kentucky to a 93-83
exhibition victory Tuesday
night over the Kentucky Crusaders, a regional team of former college players.
Sophomore Eric Maye led
the Colonels in rebounding
with 10 in Eastern's first game
of the season and under new
coach Mike Calhoun.
The Colonels led 44-38 at
halftime.
Mark Fothergill, a former
Maryland player, led the Crusaders with 28 points,

PRO BASKETBALL

Grant brothers give Bullets, Chicago NBA wins
By The Associated Press
Horace and Harvey Grant
pulled off a twin killing against
Boston and Minnesota.
Horace hit 10 of 12 shots and
scored 24 points in the Chicago
Bulls' 124-103 rout of the Timberwolves in Minneapolis on
Tuesday night. His twin brother
Harvey matched his career high

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
Tuesday's Games
Utah 108. New Jersey 97
Washington 101, Boston 97
Gotten State 125. MGM 119
Charlotte 134, Daum 111
a
ercile
11 4 AtwrI
128.D7
u
Indiana
106
Chicago 124 Minnesota 103
Houston '16 Sacramento 109
San Antonio 106. Cleveland 95
Seattle 100, New Yorli 90
LA Clippers 115, Detroit 106 OT

with 14 in Washington's 101-97

decision over the struggling
Celtics.
Horace, whose point total was
four short of his career high, also
gave a defensive lesson to
Wolves rookie Christian Lamm,
who scored most of his 17 points
after the outcome was decided.
"My main goal was to use my
experience," Horace said. "You
don't want a rookie to come in
and embarrass you. You don't

want your teammates to give you
the business on the team bus."
"Christian had a tough first
half. Probably Horace Grant had
something to do with that," Minnesota coach Jimmy Rodgers
said.
Michael Jordan scored 32
points and Scottie Pippen had 12
assists — all in the first three
quarters -- as the Bulls rolled to

their fifth consecutive victory.
Chuck Person had 26 points
and 12 rebounds for the Timberwolves, now 0-7 against Chicago
since joining the league in
1989-90.
The game's outcome was never
in doubt as Jordan's 3-pointer
made it 27-12 late in the first
period.
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By TERRY KINNEY

FOOTBALL

AP Writer

CLIFTON, N.J. (AP) — New York Giants linebacker Lawrence Taylor
said he's reconsidering his decision to retire at the end of the season in
the wake of an Achilles' tendon injury that ended his final season prematurely. The 33-year-old Taylor was injured Nov. 8 against Green Bay.
SEATTLE (AP) — Pacific-10 Conference presidents and chancellors
ruled that Washington won't have to forfeit the eight games in which quarterback Billy Joe Hobert played this season.

•Templeforces...
the game away, going on a 21-5
run over the next 7 minutes.
Stars' center Jackie Franklin
(Dillard University) hauled in a
game-high 22 rebounds in addition to her 13 points, as forward
Lisa Carruthers (Tennessee State)
added 13 points. Guard Josephine
Wright (Middle Tennessee)
tossed in 11, while former WKU
star Leissa Lang added 10, as did
Robin Brown (Tennessee State).
Junior guard Jennifer Parker
added 15 points for the Lady
Racers, as Rechelle Cadwell finished the night with 11.
"I don't think it's much of a
negative situation," Breazeale
said of the final margin. "It probably did us a lot of good in the
long run."

▪ Ilis Baileyfacing...
FROM PAGE 10
Indiana, which finished second
to Ohio State in the Big Ten last
season, beat Athletes In Action

IN Baseball's...

115-108 Monday night.
Murray State lost both of its
previous games against Indiana,
most recently at the start of the
1980-81 season, when the Hoosiers went on to the second of
their three NCAA titles under
Knight.
"Being realistic, we know
we're the underdog," Racers
coach Scott Edgar said. "But the
game against Indiana is a tremendous opportunity and
challenge."
The Racers, who warmed up
with a 94-70 victory in an exhibition game against a pro team
from Slovenia Monday night,
have won five straight Ohio Valley championships and are
favored to make it six in a row.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Former
Cincinnati Reds controller Tim
Sabo gave up his $2.5 million
lawsuit against Reds owner
Marge Schott when a judge ruled
there was no basis in Ohio law
for part of his claim.
But the case is not dead.
Sabo's attorneys plan to take
their argument to the 1st Ohio
Court of Appeals.
"A notice of appeal will be
filed by the end of the week, and
we'll try to get this heard by the
Court of Appeals as soon as possible," attorney Stephen Imm
said Tuesday. "But it probably
will be several months before the
court decides this."
Hamilton County Common

FROM PAGE 10
— Traded Jackson, taken from
Pittsburgh, to Philadelphia for
21-year-old pitchers Joel Adamson and Matt Whisenant. Jackson, who also pitched for Pittsburgh, went to his fourth team
this year.
— Traded pitcher Greg Hibbard, selected from the Chicago
White Sox, to the Chicago Cubs
for shortstop Alex Arias and third
baseman Gary Scott.
— Traded pitcher Tom Edens,
taken from Minnesota, to Houston for pitchers Hector Carrasco
and Brian Griffiths.
"We felt, in Walt Weiss, we
were able to acquire a quality;
big-league shortstop that solidifies our defense up the middle
with Bret Barberie at second and
Chuck Carr in center field,"
Dombrowski said.
Weiss, the 1988 rookie of the
year for the Athletics, had lost
his job as a full-time starter for
Oakland.
"We felt he needed to play
every day, and he might not have
gotten that with us," A's general
manager Sandy Alderson said.
The Rockies didn't miss out on

Monday thru Friday
Hours by Appointment
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666
UNIROYAL - REMINGTON - JETSON - PERFORMER - ARMSTRONG

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM
HOLLAND TIRE COMPANY
0

FREE

turkey with the
* Everyone receives a
purchase of a new set of 4 tires from Holland 0
r.
Tire Company.
* FREE mounting & computerized balancing •
with purchase.
(Offer good on cash retail purchases only)
Nov. 18 through Dec. 24th

0
sib

Holland Tire Company

0
—4
0

E. Main, Murray • 753-5606
Financing Available
90 Days Same As Cash

Visa-MasterCardDiscover

0
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Help the environment...

with the "ECHO-LOGICAL"Solution!
The Shred 'N' Vac" quickly
reduces yard waste volume by
as much as 12 to 1 - into an extra
large capacity bag for composting
or ground cover. Also, easily
converts to a hand held blower.

Hand Held
Power Blower
ON SALE

REB AR

"See me for all your family 4n.surance needs."

the frenzy, either. In two deals,
they:
— Traded second baseman
Reed, drafted from Boston, to
Los Angeles for pitcher Rudy
Seanez.
— Traded outfielder Kevin
Reimer, taken from Texas, to
Milwaukee for Bichette.
Cincinnati and Seattle got
involved, too, with the Mitchellfor-Charlton swap. Mitchell led
the majors with 109 homers from
1989-91 for San Francisco, but
hit just nine last season for
Seattle.
"You hate to give up a hitter
like Kevin Mitchell," Piniella
said. "He's a bona fide hitter.
But this is a step in the right
direction."
Charlton had 26 saves last season. But Reds general manager
Jim Bowden said having Charlton
and Rob Dibble sharing the closer spot no longer worked.
After Nied was chosen, Florida
took Nigel Wilson, an outfield
prospect from Toronto. It figured
that the two best teams in 1992
would be tapped to start stocking
the National League clubs that
might be the -worst in 1993.

305 N. 121h
(Next to Century 21)
Stale Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Ho ers 7534627
Pacific Miriam

PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct.
Orlando
3 2 600
New York
4 3 .571
Niarri
3 3 .500
New Jersey
3 4 .429
Boston
2 5 .286
Washington
2 5 296
I
PNIadeiphia
3 250
Central Division
Chicago
6 1 857
MMaukes
5 2 714
Indiana
4 2 .667
Charlotte
3 4 429
Cleveland
3 4 429
2 4 333
Atlanta
Detroit
2 4 333
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divieion
W L Pct.
Utah
4 2 667
Houston
3 2 600
M nnesota
2 4 333
San Antonio
2 4 333
1
4 200
Dallas
1
5 .167
Denver
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Portland
Seattle
Phoenix
Sacramento
LA Lakers
Golden State
LA Clippers

0 1 000
5 1 833
4 / 800
1
4 3 571
2
3 3 500
3 4 429 3
3 4 429 3
Tuesday's Games
Utah 108, New Jersey 97
Washington 101. Boston 97
Golden State 125, Mani 119
Charlotte 134. Dallas 111
r nwana 128. DOM Of 98
Mhvaukss 114, Atlanta 106
CNcago 124, Minnesota 103
Houston 116, Sacramento 109
San Antonio 106. Cleveland 95
Seattle 100, New Yodi 90
LA Clippers 115, Detroit 106, 07
Wednesday's Gimes
Utah at Boston, 6 30 13-m
Orlando at Phiadeiphia, 6.30 P.m
Sacramento at Phoenix, 8 30 Om
Thursday's Games
Golden State at Orlando, 630 p
New Jersey at Atlanta. 630 P.m
Cieveland at Houston. 730 pm
Dallas at San Antomo, 7 30 p m
Detroit at Denver. 8 p.m.
Chicago vs Seattle at ths Kingdoms 9 7 m
New Yon( at LA ClpoerS. 9.30 pm

Jane Rogers Insurance
303 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

ALL '93 MODELS $100
OVER THE FACTORY TO
DEALER INVOICE.
ALL '93 DYNASTYS AND
5TH AVENUES $1,000
BELOW DEALER
INVOICE.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

199
Reg. s219.99

Lightweight
17 Chain Saw
ON SALE

$13999 $17999
Murray Home
rf,.,-vake) and Auto

-arm

this. I don't care what color, sex
or religion a person is. I judge
people on the job they can do."
Schott has acknowledged some
ill-advised, off-handed comments, but denied she holds racial
or religious prejudices.
"Absolutely not. I never
have," she said Tuesday. "I'm
not that type of person at all.
Sabo headed the Reds'
accounting department from
December 1989 until August
1991. Schott had countersued,
asking for S25,000 in damages to
her reputation and as reimbursement for checks she said Sabo
had written to himself without
authorization.
"He ruled, basically, that an
employer was able to fire an
employee, basically, for not lying
under oath," Imm said.

ON SALE

CS 280E
Reg
'204 99

Phone 753-2571

[Dodge

IIII1S11 It

PB 1000
Reg.'169.99

Chestnut St. Murray

But Sabo's attorneys chose not
to pursue the stilt on that basis,
hoping to get an appeals court to
overturn Cartolano.
"We will be making the same
arguments. It's just hoped that
the Court of Appeals and-or the
Ohio Supreme Court will see the
wisdom of our position," Imm
said.
In depositions made public Friday, several former Reds employees who support Sabo — who is
not related to third baseman Chris
Sabo — said Schott habitually
used racial and religious slurs.
"I am not a racist," Schott
said in a statement released
Saturday. "I have never been
more hurt or disgusted in my life.
I have been in business since my
husband died 25 years ago, and
have never heard anything like

U\IESIUCE[)

Specializing in medical and surgical
Correction of foot disorders

0
(1)
u.I

Pleas Judge Fred Cartolano dismissed two key parts of Sabo's
suit on Tuesday.
He ruled that Ohio's ''at-will''
doctrine of employment prevented Sabo from pursuing his
suit on the claim that he was fired as retaliation for testifying
against Schott in a lawsuit last
year between Schott and her limited partners. He also said the
same doctrine prevented Sabo
from arguing that he was fired
because he refused Schott's
alleged order to doctor the Reds'
books.
Cartolano said Sabo could proceed on the contention that Sabo,
who is white, was fired partly
because he objected to the way
Schott allegedly discriminated
against blacks and the names she
called them.

Rockies, Marlins...

DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR, MARY BOLTON

;14LIZNIOR

FROM PAGE 10
gers) and Kevin Reimer (to
Milwaukee).
Even so, there is a ton of
expensive free-agent talent
presently flooding the market,
such as position players Barry Bonds, Kirby Puckett and
Mark McGwire; pitchers
Greg Maddux, Doug Drabek
and David Cone. Neither the
well-heeled Marlins nor the
more fiscally conservative
Rockies will be able to
resist temptation forever.
Both have established
impressive season-ticket bases
to carry them through their
inaugural seasons, but losing
gets old awfully fast. Sooner
more likely than later, they
will have to jump into the
pool of reckless spending in
which most of the current
owners are barely floating
and then find out whether
they can swim. All during a
time when revenues are
almost certain to decline and
costs increase.
If there is anything to be
learned from this, it is that
misery loves company. After
the way they bungled commissioner Fay Vincent's
firing, threatened to force a
labor stoppage next season
and then mangled their most
attractive property, the World
Series, by relegating it to a
time slot that only the hopelessly sleepless could follow,
many of us were inclined to
say about the current owners
what former commissioner
Happy Chandler's said of the
owners who eased him out
of office some 40 years ago.
"Baseball owners," Chandler said, "are the toughest
set of ignoramuses anyone
could ever come up against.
Refreshingly dumb fellows.
Greedy, shortsighted and
stupid."
But this draft proved that
while the current owners
may be any or all of those
things, they also know where
to find more just like
themselves.
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Suit based on Schott's handling of Reds' black players

Actions & Reactions

FROM PAGE 10
over the next three minutes, anu
pull within 10, 73-63, when
Melissa Shelton, who led the
Lady Racers in scoring with 20
and grabbed a team-high 9
rebounds, canned a 3-pointer
from the left wing.
But Temple would answer the
MSU charge behind 6-3 center
Shelia Easley, who played at the
University of Georgia. An Easley
lineup, free throw and 8-foot turnaround jumper in the paint
pushed the Stars back in front by
15. Easley would finish with 15
points and four blocked shots.
Murray State put together one
more rally closing the lead to
nine, 78-69, on a stick-back
basket by Kristi Haberer with
8:46 left. But Temple would put
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Plymouth

or 753-4110

PEPPERS?
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2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
1-800-748-8816
642-5661
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Jones to carry message on KET
sen by the Kentucky Center for
Public Issues and there will be no
controls on subject matter or
content.
Lexington Herald-Leader editorial page editor David Holwerk
has been invited to appear on the
first broadcast.
Former Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. made a brief series of live
appearances on KET when he
was frustrated at what he viewed
as negative coverage of his administration by the traditional news

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Like some of his predecessors,
Gov. Brereton Jones wants to use
Kentucky Educational Television
to take his message directly to
the people.
According to a release from
Jones' office, the first program
will be in December, though no
date has been set.
Jones will appear in one-onone discussions with selected
newspaper editors from around
the state. The editors will be cho-

Busch BUSCH
—UGHT-

• Regular • Light
24 12-ounce cans

753-4563

DRAFT

Trial date set
in stabbing death
of Mayfield officer

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Graves Circuit Court set May 18
for the murder trial of a South
Fulton, Tenn., woman in the fatal
stabbing of an off-duty Mayfield
police officer.
Barbara Mitchell, 31, has
pleaded innocent and remains in
the Graves County Jail in lieu of
$250,000 bond.
Officials said Charles K. Todd
was attempting to break up a
fight Aug. 22 between Mitchell
and her boyfriend when the officer was stabbed in the upper thigh.
Todd, 43, an officer for three
years, died at Mayfield Community Hospital less than an hour
after the stabbing.

Case Price
9399

Michelob
• Regular • Light • Dry
6-pack,12-ounce
n/r bottles

Kessler
1.75 liter

289

1

EvcJ
'

'92 DODGE
CARAVAN SE

Toy detectives'
on lookout for
unsafe playthings

V6, automatic,- tftt, cruise, power windows,
locks, {11.4FM stereo and lots more. Program van with only 14,731 miles. Balance of
7r70 available.

Barton

Jim Beam

Vodka
1.75 liter

1.75 liter

9

CHRYSLERPO7JOUTH•DODGE-JEEPEAGLE

753-6448

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

Carlo Rossi

Milwaukee's
Best

Assorted Flavors
4 liter

• Regular • Light
24 12-ounce cans
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Franzia
Maker's Mark
750 ml
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5 liter box
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12 Cup
Coffeemaker
...... qr.
Features patented
Hydro-Clean system,:
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Seagram's

Popov

7 Crown
1.75 liter

Vodka
1.75 liter
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6-Outlet Power Strip
The practical power solution for home
appliances and power tools. Push-to-reset
circuit breaker prevents overloading
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Light Set
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LIGHTS C9

25 Outdoor Light Set
C-9 bulbs with add-on connector for
outdoor decorating Multi colored
ceramic
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Holiday
Hookup Pack
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Event Timer
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lighting and security
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cycle per day Includes
6' cord, 3 outlet cube top 60646
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45 Pc. Socket Set
Standard 8 Metric sockets in '...:"" het and 34"
heavy duty sizes V drive reversible ratchet,
4 socket holders Lifetime Warranty 29328

SHOP PHARIMOR
IN PADUCAH
Next to Kentucky Oaks Mall
on Hinkle Road
Store Ph: 443-0320
Alcoholic beverage department hours may vary Alcoholic beverages available
only at the Phar-Mor stores with licensed departments Prices subject to state
and local taxes We reserve the right to limit quantities and correct
typographical errors Rebate dates may vary void where prohibited Coupons
cannot be used in combination with any other otter including double coupons
Chef* store for details Advertised alcoholic beverages not available at
our Ashland, KY or Clarksville, TN locations.

We Accept..T—*=4
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
Holiday
Hours
Closed Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 27 and Nov. 28,
shop Phar-Mor until 11 p.m
Sunday, Nov. 29,
shop until 8 p.m.

media. Govs. Martha Layne Collins and Wallace Wilkinson also
used KET facilities to deliver
their messages.
Jones has suffered similar
frustrations with what he has
viewed as negative or picayune
coverage of his administration.
He recently began live interviews with local radio stations
conducted from the governor's
office and his administration is
producing a report on the successes of his first year in office.

SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main

Inc.
753-3361

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Santa's sleuths? Toy detectives?
Present police? The Holiday
Squad?
The five inspectors who work
for the state Department for
Health Services involved in the
serious business of searching
stores for unsafe toys might save
Christmas or a life.
The investigators look out for
small parts that could choke a
child, sharp edges and points that
could cut or wound, lead in paint
and poor construction.
They will visit at least 125
stores this year searching for
defective and dangerous products.
They are also on the prowl for
the 50-odd toys and children's
products on the federal Consumer
Product Safety Commission's
recall list.
While the inspectors usually
find hazardous toys on the
shelves each year, they get additional assistance from the best
toy testers of all — children.
Playing with toys can reveal
potential dangers that should be
reported by parents, said Terry
Wescott, manager of the product
safety branch.
For example, the federal agency recalled a train pull toy
because of consumer calls regarding a possible choking hazard
posed by small balls in the
smokestack of the train.
"The train initially passed the
standards for small parts because
the balls were enclosed in a plastic dome," Wescott said. "But
with use, the dome broke and the
balls inside were small enough to
potentially choke a small child.
"Without consumer complaints, CPSC would not have
known about this hazard," Wescott continued.
When adults buy toys for
children, they should become
inspectors themselves.
"Inspectors can't anticipate
every potential problem, so we
rely on consumers to report these
things to us," Wescott said.
Some tips for becoming a toy
detective:
*Watch for sharp edges, loose
parts, warning labels and age
recommendations.
*Age recommendations should be
used as guidelines, not hard and
fast rules.
*Check instructions to make sure
they're clear to you, and when
appropriate, to the child.
*Make sure buttons, buckles and
eyes are firmly attached and
seams well-constructed on soft
toys like stuffed animals and
dolls.
'Even old toys should be checked
and parents should watch how
children play with their toys to
check for hazards.
• • • •
The state Consumer Product
Safety Branch can be contacted
at 275 E. Main St., Frankfort,
Ky., 40621. The telephone number is (502) 564-7373.
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Group predicts
1-69 will create
5,000 new jobs
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
An interstate highway linking
Houston to Michigan through
Indianapolis and Evansville
would create 5,000 new jobs, an
advocacy group estimates.
The Southwestern Indiana Regional Highway Coalition said in a
report delivered Tuesday to
Evansville's mayor that it came
up with the figure by studying
smaller segments of the proposed
route and other interstate
highways.
The coalition assumed in its
report that developments such as
lodging, food, tourism and transportation enterprises commonly
found along freeways would be
developed along the proposed
route of Interstate 69.
"Traditional techniques of
estimation and analysis will just
as surely prove inadequate to
capture the full effects of the
Mid-Continent Highway, and
public policy based solely on
such methods will almost certainly produce poor public decisions," the report said.
The interstate now runs from
Port Huron, Mich., to Indianapolis. It would eventually extend
from Indianapolis through southwest Indiana, western Kentucky,
Memphis, Tenn., southeastern
Arkansas, Shreveport and northwestern Louisiana and southeastern Texas.
Backers of 1-69 say it would
become a key trade corridor linking Canada's eastern cities with
Mexico over some of the most
economically disadvantaged areas
of the United States. The route
would assume greater importance, the coalition contends, if
the United States and its two
neighbors ratify the North American Free Trade Agreement.
Indiana plans to begin construction in 1996 on the southern
one-third of a 120-mile stretch of
the freeway from Evansville
northward toward Indianapolis.
Environmentalists have
opposed the project on grounds
that it will harm wetlands in southwestern Indiana and endanger vast Indiana limestone
reserves and underground streams
near Bloomington and Bedford.
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Margarine
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Onions
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Potatoes
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Ex-band director
charged with hiding
in teen's closet
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The former band director at Dixie
Heights High School pleaded
innocent Tuesday to two charges
filed after he was found hiding in
the bedroom closet of a teen-ager
he was once accused of raping.
Kenton District Judge Frank
Trusty released Daryl Angel, 37,
of Taylor Mill and ordered him to
stay away from the girl.
The 16-year-old girl's mother
filed charges Monday of criminal
trespass and unlawful transaction
with a minor.
The mother told police that
Angel refused to leave after she
found him in the closet Sunday
evening at the family's Edgewood home.
A rape charge against Angel
was dismissed on Nov. 6 after the
girl recanted her accusation.
Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney Douglas Grothaus said
the unlawful transaction with a
minor charge stems from Angel's
causing the girl to disobey her
parents' direction not to see or
talk to Angel.
The girl was still 15 when she
accused Angel of raping her in a
Morehead motel room last February, a few days after Angel resigned as band director.
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10 Lb.
Bag

Sweet

Potatoes
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Let D&T Food Be Your

Nit Basket Hoodluarters
We Can Custom Make Them To Your Order
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Oldham County woman freed following abduction
CRESTWOOD, Ky. (AP) —
An Oldham County teen-ager is
hack home after an ordeal that
began when she ventured out for
a late-night trip to a Louisville
restaurant.
Lyndee Grane's mother and
other family members brought
her home Tuesday night, nearly
two days after police say she was
abducted from her yard in a
Crestwood subdivision.

state of shock and somewhat
incoherent," Oldham County
Detective Dennis Clark said. She
had not sought help.
Oldham County police said she
was abducted at about 1 a.m.
Monday.
Clark said the man forced Ms.
Grane into her car and drove her
to the Little Caesar's Pizza
restaurant in Crestwood where
she worked. Ms. Grane said the

Police are seeking a man in his
20s who has blond hair and is
about 6 feet tall. He has a slight
build and was last seen wearing a
black leather jacket, dark pants
and boots.
State troopers found Ms.
Crane, 19, alone in her car at
about 9:30 p.m. EST Monday at
an Interstate 75 rest stop near
Findlay, Ohio.
"She was disoriented and in a

man made her use her key and let
them inside.
Clark said police later found
all of Ms. Crane's clothing,
including her shoes, strewn
around the restaurant. "Some
items had been cut and some
were blood splattered," he said.
"When they found her, she
was wearing some clothes that
belonged to another family member that had been left in the trunk

GSave !0, 30, 40 up to 9%
IANT

k A

of her car," he said.
Jim Holnagel, manager of the
pizza restaurant, said no money
was taken, although the cash
registers were open and the contents easily accessible.
Crane was reported missing
after she failed to open the
restaurant Monday morning. Her
mother found her purse on the
front porch and saw what looked
to be small drops of blood.

Ms. Crane told police she was
physically assaulted with a weapon and blacked out for a short
period. Police said Ms. Crane had
several minor cuts and bruises.
Clark said it appeared that Ms.
Crane was not sexually assaulted.
He said she apparently did not
know her assailant but later said
she recognized him as someone
who had patronized the
restaurant.

Baby born
after mom
boards jet

RK
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IMPERIAL Pa. (AP) — A
USAir jet became a makeshift
delivery room for a woman who
went into labor after boarding a
flight home to California.
"It was rather tight in there,"
paramedic Michael Krantz said
after checking Adrian Harris'
8-pound, 13-ounce boy.
The jet was parked on a tarmac
at Pittsburgh International Airport on Tuesday. Emergency
crews sped to the jet to help with
the delivery.
Ms. Harris, of San Diego, and
her baby, born one month premature, were doing fine at Ohio
Valley Hospital in suburban Pittsburgh, a hospital spokeswoman
said.
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Baldwin Pianos

NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENT
TIL MAY 1992
400.0" Minimum

NOW

1 Console •Piano Walnut
Finish, Traditional Style

$2,595

Reg. $3,495.00

NOW

1 Cherry Console Piano,
Queen Anne Style

$2,795

Reg. $3,595.00

NOW

1 Cherry
Acrosonie Console

30% TO 40%
ON ENTIRE STOCK
OF BEDROOM
FURNITURE SETS
LARGE SELECTION.

$3,495

Reg. $4,495.00

1 Baby Grand
Black Lacquer

NOW

$6,995

Reg. $10,500.00

1 Baldwin Organ With All
The Goodies - Easy Play
Reg. $2,295.00
NOW

$
$

$995
1/4 CARAT

$299
1/2 CARAT
1

CARAT

$1,999

SAVE

NOW

$2,295
Free Delivery • Free Tuning In Home

Reduced for this event.

($30 PER MO**)

$799

1 Walnut Spinet
Traditional Style
Reg. $3,195.00

SAVE
30% TO 50% ON
SELECTED SOFAS
AND LOVESEATS.
Some complete sets left
and a few sofa sleepers.

1/2 Price
HUGE SELECTION
OF PICTURES,
LAMPS, AND
ACCESSORIES

SAVE 30%
SOLID OAK
DINNING ROOM PIECES
BY KELLAR

ON ALL OCCASIONAL
FUNITURE SUCH AS
END TABLES, ENTER-"
TAINMENT CENTER,
BOOKCASES, CURIOS
Greatly Reduced.

Waterfall Clusters
1/4 CARAT'
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1/2 CARAT'

$399
1 CARAT'

$699
($21 PER MO")

Wide Band Clusters
1/4 CARAT'
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1/2 CARAT'
$499
"PARAMOUNT" CHAISE RECUNER
You'll enjoy the full-body comfort of this casual
style that reclines like a chaise. With a
channel-stitched headrest, back and footrest,
It's eye pleasing as well as body soothing.

WORLD'S
GREATEST
RECLINER!

$

1 CARAT'

$899
($27 PER MO—)
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1B1
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choice until Christmas
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FURNITURE
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208 I. Main Si.
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Trade deficit remains near two-year high

Obituaries
Mrs. Lavenia Jones Ramsey
•
The funeral for Mrs. Lavenia
Lee Jones Ramsey is today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe is officiating.
Pallbearers are Horace Whitehead, Gordon McIver, George
Lilly, Jimmy Graham, Elmo
Workman and Jim Souder.

Burial will follow in Murray
Survivors include her husband,
City Cemetery.
Charles Ramsey; stepdaughter,
Mrs. Ramsey, 77, of 503 Mrs. Betty Vergate and husband,
Richardson St., Murray, died Bob, Dearborn Heights, Mich.;
Monday at 1:25 p.m. at Murray- seven stepgrandchildren; seven
Calloway County Hospital.
stepgreat-grandchildren; cousins,
She was preceded in death by Betty Whitehead, Ralph Paschall,
her first husband, Allen B. Jones, Margaret Morris, Nicky McIver
on May 4, 1980.
and Martha Hutchens.

Fred M. Garland
Funeral rites for Fred M. Garland are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Joel Smith and Charley Bazzell are officiating. The
song service is by singers from
University Church of Christ with
Ernie Bailey as director.
Active pallbearers are Charles
Outland, Terry Boggess, Clayborn Crick, Kenneth Mohler, Don
Kell and Bobby Jones.

Honorary pallbearers are John
Nix, Hugh Palmer, Earl Satterwhite, Billy Dale Smith, Fred
Doughty, Jamie Trevathan and
Harold Hill.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Garland, 54, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Sunday at 7:15 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,

Mrs. Charlene Mohler Garland;
one daughter, Mrs. Treasa Norsworthy and husband, Ken, and
one son, Craig Garland, Rt. I,
Kirksey; two grandchildren, Will
Travis Norsworthy and Christopher Blu Norsworthy; two sisters,
Mrs. Charlotte McClure and husband, Pearly, Rt. 4, Murray, and
Mrs. Mary Sue Shultz and husband, Curtis, Ashton, W.Va.

Ms. Helen Ruth Simser
Graveside services for Ms.
Helen Ruth Simser will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. David
Brasher will officiate.

Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of

Ms. Simser, 68, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Saturday at 8:05 a.m. at her

arrangements, but no visitation
will be scheduled.

residence. Her death followed an
extended illness.

Final rites for A.B. Knight
were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Warren Robbins and the Rev. Calvin Clark
officiated. Mrs. Mary Conner
presented the music.
Pallbearers were Tim Thornton, Mitchell Knight, James

Hamilton, Radford Conner, Don
Eubanks, David Dugger, J.W.
Wilham and Miles Sholar.
Burial was in Palestine
Cemetery.
Mr. Knight, 71, Rt. 1, Hardin,
died Sunday at 3:35 p.m. at his
residence.
Survivors include his wife,

A.B. Knight
Mrs. Ruth Rudolph Knight; three
daughters, Mrs. Barbara Dugger
and Mrs. Peggy Hutchinson, Rt.
1, Hardin, and Mrs. Sondra Merrick, Rt. 3, Princeton; two sons,
Bobby Knight, Rt. 1, Wingo, and
Terry Knight, Murray; .eight
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Morehead man helps needy acquire homes
By JIM ROBINSON
The Ashland Independent

MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Not many people make good on
their youthful ideals.
Tom Carew is one of those fortunate few.
Carew, his brother and three
friends came to Morehead in
1974 with the simple idea of
building affordable homes for
poor people.
Eighteen years later Carew has
parlayed that philanthropic
impulse into a non-profit organization. Carew has built, financed
or rehabilitated more than 400
homes for poor families in Rowan and three surrounding
Counties.
Carew, 41, the executive director of Frontier Housing Inc.,
might seem to be one of the last
people who would end up helping
poor people in Appalachia.
A New York City native and
the grandson of a Manhattan congressman and New York state
Supreme Court judge, Carew was
raised in a middle-class Catholic
family and as a high school student in the late 1960s, he says he
supported the Vietnam War.
"Being brought up Catholic in
New York City is even more provincial," Carew said. "You just
don't know anything about anybody else."
When he attended Fairfield
University in Fairfield, Conn.,
Carew began to change his mind
about the war. His sophomore
year, he volunteered with a
Catholic group. With 60 other
volunteers, the group repaired
houses and helped farmers raise
their crops.
"Having been brought up in
all this Catholic tradition, I saw
where-people were finally putting
what they preached into practice," Carew said.
In 1974, along with his brother
and three friends, Carew set up
Frontier Housing in Morehead.
Four Morehead churches provided financial backing.
"It was just something he felt
very, very deeply that he wanted
to achieve," said Agnes Williams, a Morehead businesswoman who was one of Frontier
Housing's original board
members.
Carew said the group didn't
know anything about the business
world. But by what he termed a
"fluke," the organizers decided

4
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to set up Frontier Housing as a
non-profit corporation, which
paid dividends in later years by
giving the organization access to
government money.
"That actually opened a lot of
doors for us that we didn't know
about," Carew said.
The first house they built in
1974 cost $7,500. But the organization struggled for money.
Carew began applying for grants
from the government and other
organizations.
Investments Since 1S.31

In 1977, the group got its first
big grant, $38,000 from a national Catholic group, that paid for
some permanent staff members.
The homes Carew builds are
designed not only to give families
shelter, but to give them "a piece
of the rock."
The average home he builds
contains about 1,000 square feet
and three bedrooms and costs
$40,000, including the lot on
which it is built. Families repay
on a loan at as little as 1 percent
interest over a period that usually
exceeds 30 years.

Stock Market
Report

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. trade deficit remained stuck
near a two-year high in September as imports surged to a record
level, offsetting a sharp rise in
exports, which also hit an alltime high, the government said
today.
The Commerce Department
said that the overall deficit, the
difference between imports and
exports, was S8.31 billion in September, down only slightly from
a deficit of $8.95 billion in
August. Both figures represented
America's worst trade performance since November 1990.
The country's trade deficit
through the first nine months of
the year was running at an annual
rate of $80.2 billion, a sharp
deterioration from a 1991 deficit
of $65.4 billion.
Analysts believe that adverse
trend will continue. They are
forecasting the trade deficit will
climb above $100 billion next
year and remain stuck there for
the foreseeable future.
Those forecasts highlight a key
economic problem that will confront President-elect Clinton —
what policies should be pursued
to reverse a tide of widening
trade deficits.
President Bush has insisted
that aggressive efforts to lower
trade barriers is the best policy
for American workers. His administration was pursuing that
strategy today with a last-ditch
bargaining session seeking to
boost sales of soybeans and other
oilseed crops in Europe.
Negotiators planned to meet in
an effort to avert a full-scale
trade war between the United
States and its biggest trading
partner, the 12-nation European
Community, over subsidies that
the United States claims are robbing American farmers of $1 billion in sales annually.
The September trade report
showed that U.S. exports did
climb to a record in September of
$38.24 billion, an increase of 6.8
percent over August. The gain
was widespread with, sales of
computer equipment, aircraft,
farm products and industrial
machinery all posting sizable
increases.
However, imports were up as
well in September, rising 4 percent to an all-time high of $46.55
billion.
On the import side, passenger

'Price

Chg

special scrutiny from a Clinton
administration. The presidentelect indicated during the campaign that he would take a tougher stand, particularly with China,
withdrawing trade privileges if its
human rights record did not
improve.
Seuling the soybean fight is
seen as the key to concluding the
Uruguay Round of free-trade
talks, which have been blocked
for two years over broader issues
of European farm subsidies.
Frans Andriessen, the EC's
chief trade negotiator, and Ray
MacSharry, the EC's farm commissioner, were scheduled to hold
dinner discussions with Hills and
Madigan tonight, with the--talks
continuing Thursday.

CIVITAN FRUIT CAKE sales have started for the holiday season
by the Murray Civitan Club. Wayne Williams, center, president of
the club, presents one pound fruit cakes to Mary Ann Orr, left,
advertising manager, and Fran Faith, right, advertising representative, of the Murray Ledger & Times. Proceeds from the sale of
these fruit cakes at local businesses and by Civitans will be used
for local civic projects of the club.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerraid Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

*Malarcl Lyons Is a 17111.6,el maker In Ns stedt.

-3 Court

Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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753-0489

MR. POSTMAN
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Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, president or Murray State University, signs a
proclamation declaring Thursday, Nov. 19, as Great American
Smokeout Day on the campus. He urges smokers and smokeless
tobacco users to join the American Cancer Society's 16th annual
Smokeout. Pictured with him are Roberta Garfield (seated), nurse
practitioner and director of the Murray State University Health
Services, and Louise Anderson, registered nurse and wellness
coordinator for Health Services.

•Isiew Style Christmas Watches
*Christmas T-SlUrts *Ornaments *Angels
*Large Selection of Candles 'Thanksgiving Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown-Court Square
/„.1
4
•
" 4

HOG MARKET
Yeelerst-Stale Wake( News &treks Nov. le, 1992
hestucky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Inclectes 3
buytea Shadows Restelses: Act, 374, R.W. 131 Barroom•
Gees .541 lower Sows $1.1111-$.111111 Make
LS 1-2 2.30-2.50 lb..
/10.3140.1141
US 1.3 211-231 lb..
234..51311
US 13 131-244
—
ass MORS'
1.11 3.4 251271 lbs.11.3144-11.0,11
%we
US 1-2 271354 lb..
326.11,11.21 MO
US 1-3 311-404 lb..
$275021.3I
US 1-3 4401-533 lbs.
$2111.341-21131
US 1-3 srs mil up
133.1111.31.541 few XII
LS 3.3 111-5111 lb..
12511-24.11,11
baste weedy 1124.4111.2732

753-8400

Bel-Air Center

Fax 753-9200

AAP"

NO PAYMENTSUUNTIL JANUARY

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

A
P41

5% DOWN PAYMENT * 965% MU$T
14 x SO Fleetwood(33726) 2 Bedroom
I Bath Great first home or lake house.
$9,995. Down payment $520 with
payments as low as $135 per month

East Main St.

753-4461
'LOW

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Auto, Tilt, Cruise, Power Locks,
25,xxX Miles.

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

14 x 74 Fleetwood (33427) 3 Bedroom,
2 Bath You will have to see to believe
Deluxe trim, garden tub, ceiling fan.
vaulted ceiling $17,000. Down payment
$930 with payment as low as $190 per
month

753-2617

18 a 80 Fleetwood (34243)3 Bedroom,
2 Bath. Perfect home for 'the large
family Complete with appliances and
wall to wall carpet $17,900. Down
payment $930 with payments as low as
$190 per month.

HIGH QUALITY
— .

12,900

14 x 70 Fleetwood (33572) 3 Bedroom,
2 Bath A beautiful home priced lust
right. Ceiling fan, storm windows.
garden tub, vaulted ceiling $15,900.
Down payment $825 with payments as
low as $169 per month.

DOWN PAYMENT *LOW INTEREST 'LOW PRICES

1992 Pontiac
Grand AM
406111

753-1482

al'

Make a list and check it twice for your holiday
shipping needs.
Gift Wrapping - MR. POSTMAN
Ef 3/ Mailing Christmas Cards - MR. POSTMAN
3a Shipping Christmas Pkgs. - MR. POSTMAN
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Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

6th & Main
Dow Jones Ind. Avg......,..,.+4,O5
DJIA Previous Close......319332
Air
+ 3/1
A T&
46'4 +
Bell South
+ 3/1
Briggs & Stratton...—. 491/2 unc
+ 1/4
Dean Foods.----...--.- 211,/s unc
Exxon
+ 1/4
Fisher
+
Ford
393/s unc
General Electric -----.773/4 - its
General Motors........303/1 • Ifs
+ 3/s
Goody ear
&Vs + 3/4
I B
- 3/1
Ingersoll Rand
+ 11/1
+ 1/3
K U Energy
27/
1
2 unc
Kroger
unc
L G & E
- 'is
McDonalds
+ 'Is
J.C. Penney....---.---763/s +
4 Peoples Firsts...... 313
/
4B 32/
1
4A
Quaker Oats........---673/4 + 3/.
+ 3/s
:0 Sears
42/
3
4 + 'Is
+
Time
+ 1/4
....341/4 unc
+ 'is

A Good Reason To Shop
Downtown For The Holidays

t 1•

cars climbed 3.4 percent to $7.82
billion.
America's foreign oil bill rose
as well, climbing by 4.1 percent
to $4.67 billion in September, as
the volume rose while the price
per barrel was edging down
slightly to $17.86 per barrel,
down from $17.96 in August.
The trade deficit with Japan
shot up 19 percent in September
to $4.44 billion, the biggest
imbalance with that country since
last December. The deficit just
with Japan accounted for 53 percent of America's total imbalance
with the world.
The second largest deficit was
with China, an imbalance of
$2.28 billion in September. Japan
and China are both likely to face

Ross Insurance
Agency

Prices as of 9 AM
Company
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Free Delivery. Free Set lip
'With Approved Credit

28 X 48 Fleetwood (04788) 3 Bedroom,
,Bath. Lot model only at this price. Vinyl
siding with gutters, residential ceiling with
skylight in kitchen, ceiling tan, storm
windows Don't Miss This One, There
won't be another at this Price $25,900.
Down payment $1,350. Payments as low
as $245 per month.

. . . .7„
KEITH BAKER ,
..
HOMES, INC.

Hrs.: M-F 8-7.....,,,6
Hwy.79 E., Paris, TN (901)644-0012
Sat. 8-6; Sun.
Toll Free 1-800-533-3568
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Tn. Pride
Pork
causage
SI79

rs. Smi
Pumplda
Piss
26 oz.
$ BS

o.

7 a.m.-9 p.m.

San.
II a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Have
Fresh
L., Cranberries

sk4

Packed As Mixed Chops

1/4 PORK LOIN
woe

99C
Ma ideas 12 ex. Beene

Bacon

Potatoes

Lb.

39

O. Viallaey

Boneless Ham

Prairie Farms V.,Skim S Whole
16A Jellied 16 oz. Can

FLOUR

1/2 Gallon Plastic

CORN MEAL CRANBERRY SAUCE
99C
Philadelphia
Reg. or Lite

Prairie Farms Quart

Boiled
Custard

Cream
Cheese _8 ez.
MAO

CHICKEN
BROTH

cii•a
CHICKEN
BROTH

CHICKEN
BROTH
mimmt
Ina

Sweet Sue 14 Os. Can

I MIL
I

Pet Ritz 2 Ct. Pk.

CHICKEN BROTH PIE SHELL

3/99'
EFFECTIVE DATES:
Nov. 18-25

_

--t-V Aunt Hattie
*
Brown 8 Serve 12 Ct.

ROLLS

3191

Kraft Lb. Crt.

PARKAY OLEO
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I
PRODUCTS
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HOMETOWN PR

10th S Chestnut St.
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Great Food Values Every Day

SECTION B

SAVE•A•LOT

Researchers warn that Mondays
carry higher risk of heart attacks

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Closed Thanksgiving Day

Wylwood Golden

Jiffy Corn

Corn

Muffin Mix

16 oz.

19'

8'/2 oz.

Wylwood Cut

9reen Beans
16 oz.

ea.
1111r

19'

Wylwood

Peas

SWEET PEAS

9

16 oz.

Wylwood

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Sweet Potatoes

Chuck Roast
$1412

16 oz. 3W

Hickory Smoked 10 Lb.

Slab Bacon

9

Lb.

Boneless

Fresh Idaho

Potatoes
10 Lb. $159
Grade A

Turkeys

Prairie Farms

Ginger Evans

Half & Half Pint or
Whipping Cream

Cake Mix

'
69

18'/a oz.

Libby's Crushed or Sliced

Prairie Farms Reg. or Lite_

Pineapple

Sour Cream

By DANIEL 0. HANEY
Associated Press Science Writer

NEW ORLEANS — Here's
another reason to hate Mondays:
The risk of a heart attack may be
as much as 50 percent greater
than on any other day.
Not surprisingly, though, this
discovery only applies to people
who work.
Researchers from Germany
studied nearly 6,000 heart attacks
to come to the conclusion that
Mondays are even worse than
people thought.
"It must have something to do
with going from being a couch
potato to a working person. Maybe we should all call in sick on
Monday," commented Dr. Robert
Zoble of the University of South
Florida.
The findings, though, have a
serious side. For several years,
researchers have been studying
when heart attacks occur, because
this can provide clues about precisely what triggers them. And
that information will help doctors
come up with new strategies to
prevent heart attacks, the No. 1
killer in the United States and
other industrialized countries.
Recently, for instance, other
scientists have found that the
chance of dying from a heart
attack is twice as high during the
first two hours after getting up as
it is for the rest of the day.
The latest data were presented
Monday at the annual scientific
meeting of the American Heart

Associaion.
"This points to the role of
changing activity levels in triggering cardiac events," said Dr.
Stefan N. Willich of the Free
University of Berlin, who
directed the study.
He and colleagues kept track
of all the heart attacks and coronary arrests over five years among
330,000 people who lived in the
Augsburg area.
During this time, 5,596 attacks
occurred. The researchers found
that among working people,
Mondays were especially hazardous, accounting for 18 percent of
all heart attacks. Sunday was the
safest with 12 percent of all heart
attacks, or 50 percent less than on
Mondays.
Mondays' risk was 40 percent
higher overall compared with the
rest of the week, the researchers
said.
The second-riskiest day was
Thursday, followed by Saturday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday.
However, for retirees and
others who were not employed,
there was no significant difference when heart attacks
happened.
The study needs to be conducted elsewhere before scientists
can be sure the results are true.
However, experts said the trend
is likely to be the same in any
industrialized country that follows a Monday through Friday
work week.
Willich said that if the findings
hold up, they may suggest the

to you,' it's not going to work,"
Shanker said. "Share the things
you do as adults."
The study was financed by a
"The bottom falls out," said grant from the Chrysler Corp.,
Fred Hartwig, senior vice- which plans to distribute reading
president of Peter D. Hart information kits to every elemenResearch Associates, which tary school, said Valerie Becker,
gathered data for the study.
administrator of Chrysler's
Some 42 percent of parents national education program.
with children under 10 said their
The autornaker also is beginchildren read more than they ning a six-month advertising
watched television, compared to campaign focusing on how
34 percent who watched TV parents can help children with
But
more.
among reading, Becker said.
11 -to- 14- year-olds, 46 percent
"It's very important we have a
spent more time watching televi- qualified work force," she said.
sion to 27 percent who read more "If we don't spend some money
of the time.
right now, we won't have any"If a parent is going to say, body to build cars, let alone buy
'Here's my 20 minutes of reading cars."

percent of those with children
aged 9-14 read to their children
every day.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
parents stop reading to their
children after they reach 8 or 9,
and hours watching television
soon begin to outdistance those
spent with books, says a study
released Monday by a teachers'
union.
"Clearly, there are some things
we're not doing right," said
Albert Shanker, president of the
American Federation of Teachers.
"Kids have to get an idea of the
great stuff they're missing. They
love to be introduced to more
adult material. We can't do it
without parents."
Researchers found that 52 percent of parents read daily to their
children under age 8, but only 13

BE A GOOD

NEIGHBOR

89

Farm-City
Week set

Volunteer.

American Heart
Association

Another Hilliard Oons Capital idea:
Retirement Planning:
•

The
$64,000.00
Question

Powdered or Brown
Sugar

If you're near retirementor leaving your present employer, you
may beentitled to a lump-sum distribution from your company's
retirement plan. The question,"Whether to take your cash and
pay taxes or roll it into a tax deferred retirement plan?", is of
critical importance to you. At some point, you'll have only 60
days to make this important financial decision.

10 oz

2 Liter Products

88

79'

Coke

Cream Cheese
E

7

12 Pk. Can Products

$299

69

8 oz.

Calloway County Farm Bureau
along with the Women's Farm Bureau Committee are planning an
event for the traditional Farm-City
Week which this year will run from
Nov. 20-26. The annual event is
designed to build greater understanding between rural and urban
residents.
The Callaay County Farm Bureau will serve free coffee on Nov.
20 from 8:00 to 9:00 at Rudy's
Restaurant.
Ray Broach and the Women's
Activity Committee of Farm Bureau
extends an invitation to all. Please
come by and chat with farm and city
friends.
The Women's Committee consists of Debbie Burchett, Sharon
Furches, Judy Overby, Belinda
Taylor and Crystal Parks.

Drapery Cleaning

You must determine how your retirement funds will be taxed.
:These are your four choices:
1•P Pay taxes at ordinary income rate,
tm, Qualify for tax favored treatment,
I. Defer taxes via an IRA rollover, or
tio Pay taxes on some and roll over the rest.

oca Cola

Pie Shells

importance of being sure to take
such heart-protecting medicines
as aspirin and beta blockers on
Monday morning.
"It's one of those quirky
things we sometimes see in medicine that may turn out to be
important," commented Dr. Warford Johnson of Springfield, Mo.
Dr. Clarence Grimm of Charles
R. Drew University in Los
Angeles speculated that weekend
drinking might account for some
of the Monday increase in heart
attacks. He said other studies
have shown that people's blood
pressures rise when their bodies
withdraw from a bout of overindulging, and this could trigger the
heart problems.
Some of the same chemical
factors that are thought to trigger
morning heart attacks could also
be at work. For instance, stress
hormones such as adrenalin surge
when people get up in the morning, and fighting Monday morning traffic makes the body churn
out even more of them.
These hormones prompt the
heart to beat faster, the arteries to
narrow and the blood pressure to
rise. Some believe these changes
put stress on fatty buildups in the
arteries, increasing the chance
they will break and cause a heart
attack.
What about the most obvious
solution to the Monday heart
attack risk — staying home?
"I hate Mondays, too," said
Willich. "But you'd just shift the
bad day to Tuesday."

Parents' reading affects children

16 oz.

Harvest
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Why not rely on the professionals at Hilliard Lyons to help you
the $64,000 question?

answer

.•

If you would like more information about how to take
lump-sum distribution, call Tom or Betty today.
Court Square
414 Main St.
Murray, KY
(502)753-3366

(800)444-1854

your
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Professionally Cleaned
In Your Home.
hiquire about our other services:
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning,
Wood Floors • Restoration Services

Call 759-1707
for • FREE estimate.
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Maple Gilder Rocker
with BM Bearings
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FREE
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With The Purchase Of

Reclining Sofa
and Loveseat

With The
Purchase Of A

Reclining Sectional
Includes -11
Innerspring
Mattress!

Sectional Includes
Sofa Sleeper

Get a FREE
Recliner
Table with
the purchase
of any
recliner
over
299

At Woodcrafters, we believe
in Motion Furniture;
reclining sofas, sectionals,
and chairs—all quality
crafted and very affordable.
We're
Committed
To You And
You Deserve
The Best!

Sleeper With
Innerspring
Mattress
Contemporary

•

Reclining Sofa

The Smell,

or

The Feel,
The Luxury,
The Price.
Quality
Crafted

Sleeper Sofa

Reclining Sofa
and Rocker
Recliner

Your
Choice

Big
Overstuffed
Recliner

Plushly Padded
Oversized
Recliner
Hurry
Quantities
Are Litnftedl

$599

1

Standard Sofa

1199

s1799

t993

8, minimum
wiapproved credit

11

purchase.

Similar to Illus.

Cherry
China Hutch
Or

Table and 4 Chairs
Your
Choice

LAY-A-WAY
NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS

$599

Traditional
Queen Anne
Dining Table
With 4 Chairs
Or

Beautiful
Cherry
Hutch

Inclining Sectional
With Handy Corner Table

Deep Tufted

Pillow Back
Recliner

Sale Hours
Monday-Saturday
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Quality
Franklin
Recliner

Holiday
Dining

7 Pc. Nostalgia Oak
Sold Oak Pedestal
Table With 6
Oak Chairs.
Ball & Claw Style

$699

Apartment Size Dinette

Easy Terms

WOODCF
4yiFirrEIS
GALLERIES

.Bank Cards
.90 Days Same
As Cash
•Up To 36 Months
To Pay

Classified
Deadline. are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
AN NOUNCE ME N IS
010
Legal Notice
Notice
020
Personals
02$
030 ...................... Card of Thanks
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050

070 .

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Seed
Feed

190
370
390
400
550

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted
Business. Opportunity

560

Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

01 A

no
Legal
Notice

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Molloe

Rent-A-Car

Qualifications should be submitted to the
Murray City Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071 by Friday, December 4, 1992.

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
PI,LIZt.Ito
NOtIalf•W
MMUS. NICANIMIS WIticO•fo

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR

TRALER TRUING CE

E RS

1-800-334-1203
Niiermia‘c

Repair BR 1NDS
020

Ward Elkins
Notice

753-1713

MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
To all interested citizens of Murray/Calloway County, Kentucky. The Kentucky Department of Local Government is accepting
applications under the 1992 Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program. The following information concei-ning.
the CDBG program is available for public
inspection:
A. Amount of funds available and range of
activities that may be undertaken.
B.Estimated amount offunds proposed to be
used for activities benefiting persons of
low and moderate income.
C. Plans for minimizing displacement of
persons as a result of activities assisted
with CDBG funds and plans for providing assistance to those persons to be
actually displaced as a result of CDBG
funded activities.
D. Records regarding the past use of CDBG
funds.
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ANIMAL Shelter worker
needed part-time Prefer
persons with experience
handling animals Apply in
person, Mon Nov 23,
2-4pm, Tues Nov 24,
2-6pm, Fri Nov 27, 2-4pm
No phone calls please

Horne
Furnishings

BABYSITTING in my
home experienced references 759-4-490

CONTRACTORS Carpenters For sale, used
custom built kitchen cabinets Entire kitchen is being remodeled and all cabinets and formica tops will
be replaced These ca
binets are high-quality,
non-damaged Will sell separate pieces or entire lot
753-9240

DOUBLE upper bunk beds,
$75 759-9980 leave
message

CLEANING Service Will
do weekly and holiday
cleaning Have references
Call 492-8238

HEALTH Aids Vending
route. Big profits Call
American Defender, 24 hrs
1-800-727-3055.

HOUSE Inspectors No
AURORA Pizza Magic. Geexp. necessary. Will train.
nuine hand tossed pizza,
Up to $800 wkly. Call
fresh salads, sandwiches, 219-769-6649, ext H-239,
gyros Open all year at
9am to 9pm, 7 days.
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119, LAW Enforcement Jobs.
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.
No exp. necessary Now
hiring U S. Customs officOPEN House, Saturday, ers, etc. For info call
21 st ,
November
219-736-7030, ext 3007,
10am-6pm Handmade old 8arn-8pm, 7 days.
6ft.
to
up
Santas
world
Home grown herb and PARK Rangers. Game
dried flower wreaths Hand wardens, security, maintepainted clothes and acces- nance, etc. No exp. necesFor info. call
sories. Old world Santa to sary
be given away. Refresh- 219-769-6649 ext 7159
ments Sheila's Santa's & 8am-8pm.
Such, 121 N at Coldwater
PART-Time EMT position
available in Calvert City Ky
025
area Good starting pay,
group medical insurance
Personals
available Must have curADOPTION Intelligent, de- rent certification. Apply at
voted couple most anxious Murray Guard, Inc .58 Murto give love and a wonderful ray Guard Dr.. Jackson, TN
Phone
future to your newborn. All 3 8 30 5
legal, medical and living 901-668-3122 EOE fikF
expenses paid Let us help PROFESSIONAL SALES
you. 1-800-643-3845
REPRESENTATIVE.

SEWING fobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061
WOULD like odd lobs around home or business
Donations accepted, nonprofit organization
753-6231, no answer leave
message

COOPER tires with mileage warranty. Lifeline
Classic 60,000 miles
Monogram 50,000 miles
Trendsetters 40,000 miles
Warehouse Tire, 400. Industrial Road, Murray,
753-1111
FINE china dishes by Nontake Service for 8. New
condition. 59 pieces_ $326
753-2017
FISHER Grandpa wood
Call
burning stove
436-2606

100
Business
OPPorturlitY
BREAKTIME Billiards, located in Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray, KY.
Serious inquiries only.
759-9303, business hours,
open lpm daily or
442-2900. LuAnn Edwards,

Com putts*
COMPUTERS-Sales &
Service, free set-up & training, home/office, Hawkins
Research, 753-7001

WOODEN door, 3 ft. Aluminum storm door Patio
drapes. Mustang turbo
charger 753-7681

Owner.

120

500 OR 1000 gallon propane tank Call 489-2741
leave message
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

Pam's Cake
Hut

Pharmacist

Fresh Layer
Coconut Cakes
$ 99
Pumpkin Pies
$599

for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance

Murray, KY
753-4199

Salary based on qualifications. Must hold
current Tennessee licensure.
For more information contact Beth Hannigan, Director of Pharmacy, (901) 644-8579.

Henry County Medical Center
Tyson Ave., Pans, TN 38242
FAX (901) 642-7454

TIRES, Tires, Tires. New
and used. Warehouse Tire,
400 Industrial Rd. Murray,
753-1111.
WATER heaters, electric,
round, double heating elements, five year guarantee
on glass lined tank. Your
choice, 30,40. or 50 gallon,
$139.99 Wallen Hardware,
Downtown, Pans.

Pepsi-Cola is currently expanding with an aggressive
growth plan creating sales
opportunities tor individu- OLD gas, all and coca cola
The above information will be available at
LOST in area of Meadow als who possess top level signs Pedal cars and tracexcel- tors Old stone Jugs with
the City Clerk's office in City Hall and
Lane and Glendale, 7 year talent We offer an
opportunity
earnings
lent
County Judge/Executive's office in the
advertisements on thern
and
grey
cat,
old male
no overnight travel, Ask for Larry at 753-1633
Courthouse from November 18 through
white, children's pet, with
a full benefit package
December 2, 1992 during regular business
named Teaser. Reward of- and
tremendous sales in- USED and antique furnihours.
fered. 753-0274 days, with
centives. To pursue this ture, glass. tools, quilts.
759-1594 nights.
opportunity, apply in per- 474-2262, 901-642-6290.
A public hearing will be held on Wednesday,
son on Saturday. Novem060
December 2, 1992 at 4:00 p.m.at the Murray
ber 21, 1992, 8 00
Help
City Hall, 5th & Poplar, Murray, Kentucky.
Articles
A M -Noon at Benton
Wanted
The main purpose ofthis hearing is to obtain
For Salo
Pepsi-Cola, Hwy 641, Benviews on housing and community developton. KY
ANIMAL Shelter worke
3 LARGE office desks with
ment needs,review proposed activities, past
needed full-time Prete
ROUTE SALES Pepsi- credenzas to match 2 high
persons with experience
use of funds, program performance and to
Cola has opportunity to en- back office chairs on rollhandling animals Apply in
inform citizens that technical assistance is
ter on-the-tob training prog- ers 1988 Panasonic
person, Mon Nov 23,
available to help groups representing low
ram to learn to operate FP-1530 Genesis color on
2-4pm. Tues Nov 24. tractor/trailer Training at color copier 753-1970
and moderate income persons in developing
2-6pm. Fri Nov 27, 2-4pm
no cost and you will be paid 77, TON gas twin pack
proposals.
No phone calls please
as you learn No experi- high efficiency heat and a/c
A second public hearing will be held to
COMPUTER Technician ence required Alter suc- unit 753-1300, 9am 6pm
cessful completion of train- 489-2116. 7pm-tOpm
review any proposed application for funds
Must be able to repair com
puters and peripherals ing, candidates will be re- 901 642 5300
and to solicit public comments whenever a
Must be proificient with sponsible for local delivery
project is developed. A notice will be issued
and Windows Net- runs and safe operation of ASHLEY wood furnace
DOS
second
a
for
notifying the public of the need
experience helpful vehicle Excellent earnings Log splitter Small air comworking
public hearing.
Bring resume to MicroAge, potential and benefits with pressor 753-6156
no overnight travel Apply in
314 Main, Murray
BABY crib, excellent condiperson on Saturday.
Matching changDO you need a JOB, or do November 21, 1992, 800 tion, $50
help in making A M -Noon at Benton ing table, $25 Other baby
need
you
PLAN your Christmas party
positive advances for the Pepsi-Cola. Hwy 641, Ben- items for sale including
at Pizza Magic Aurora Call
toys 759-9567
We have 22 JOB ton, KY
future?
or
4 74 - 8 1 1 9
for people beOPENINGS
BOGARD trucking and ex1-800-649-3804 for availtween the ages of 16 22
cavafing. inc We haul top
070
able dates and details
years, if you are not in
soil, gravel, fill dirt, while
Domestic
school Call 753-9378 five
rock, rip rap 759-1828
Chikkare
TAX DEFERRED
days a week between
BRUNSWICK Madison 91t
ANNUITY
8 00am 3 00pm We are an ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
pool table New $4,000
dependable
funded
perienced.
project
is
This
7.25%
EOE
make your Fresh
$1400 Excellent
asking
or
Home
service
Kentucky
cleaning
Western
the
by
INTEREST
Coconut Cakes and
Private Industry Council office References Call condition 488 2336 after
Pumpkin Pies for
Guaranteed 5 years
Kimberly White, 436 2569 530
JTPA
your holiday table.
Monthly income
available!
MOVING must sell Execu
Order Now!
tive desk 2 years old. walreinsured!
100%
759-4492
nut finish. $1300 new,
Immediate opening for part-time, PRN
100% investment
Also otho spenalty cakes
$400 obo Kirby vacuum
pharmacist, possibly leading to full-time. Rograde assets!
with shampooer $150
ovadable upon orda
tating shifts. Some weekend work required.
753-8839
Substantial penalty

E. A summary of other important program
requirements.

KODIAK wood stove, round
pedestal base, like new,
double front doors. $1500
new, asking $350.
753-8767.

RIFLE Savage 17 shot
$50 Atari video game sys
tern with many games,$30
Spring horse like new,$20
Prices negotiable
753-4744
STRAW for tale
753 9270

Call

LADIES diamond solitaire
gold ring. 'A carat, appraised $1300, sell for
$600. 753-5591 and leave
message.
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

Appian:4e
18 CU FT Frigidaire
refrigerator-freezer, 5
years old, frost-free, ice
maker, perfect condition
753-2234 after 6pm.
UPRIGHT freezer, $75
753-0961

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
40% Discount 2nd Ran,
60% Discount 3rtil Run
(All 3 Ads blurt Run Within 6 Day Penc•
$1 75 per column inch extra !or Tuesday Shop.
sing Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

270

210

160

Ankles
For Sal*

WILL clean houses, experAVON Representatives
References availienced
needed, 10 positions available Call 527-0671
able, no experience, new
career choice, opportuni090
ties earn cash now Free
Position
gift with appt Cal immediWanted
ately. 753-0171.
tobacco
EXPERIENCED
EASY Work! Excellent Pay! 2
Assemble products at strippers available for work
home. Call toll tree, Mon -Fri 753-4120 after
1-800-467-6226, ext 8047 5pm
ESTABLISHED restaurant
in Murray has a part time
position available Interested persons please send
a resume or a complete list
of past work experience
including references to
P0. Box 1040-V, Murray
Ky 42071.

MERCI ‘N DISE
120 ............................... Computers
130
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furruslungs
160
.Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
180 . ........... .Sewing Machines
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

Domestic
& Childcare

Help
Wanted

REQUEST
FOR
QUALIFICATIONS

The City of Murray is seeking qualifications
from firms involved in the construction of
mausoleums. The City is interested in the
construction of a 40-100 unit mausoleum in
the Murray Cemetery. Interested firms
should submit information on their company's history, qualifications, product and a
list of at least three previous customers.
Based on the information submitted, the
City will ask selected firms to appear before
a committee of the City Council for an oral
presentation.

Mobile Homes For Rent

060

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

RF:Al. ESTATE SALES

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

280

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles 320
470
480 ..........................Auto Services
Auto Parts
485
Used Cars 330
490
Vans
495
Used Trucks 340
500
Campers
510
520
Boats & Motors 360

020
Legal
Notice

MAUSOLEUM CONSTRUCTION

EA!. ESTATE RENTAL

SERVICES
120
230
250
290
530

MISCELLANEOUS

Help Wanted
_Domestic & Childcare

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

EARNIE RS :MAR Mt I

EMPLOYMENT
060

753-1916

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTVLENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
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KING size waterbed $150
436-5851
LAYAWAY now for Christmas All furniture, bedding
and accessories discounted We want to save
you money. See us before
you buy. Carraway Furniture, 105N. 3rd 753-1502.

THEW'S BARGAJN BIN

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436 5598
FIREWOOD $20 rick, you
pick-up, Saturday 8-5 only
436-5800

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

FANTASTIC Post Election
Sale' New 2 bedroom
home only $619 down and
$15955 monthly No pay
ments until 1993 Total
220
pnce $11,995 10 year fi
naming Must see' Volun
Muskat
teer Homes Hwy 79E
PIANO tuning, expert ser- Paris Tn 901-642-4466
vice and repair John
LARGE selection of used
Gottschalk, 753-9600
homes priced to sell Dinkins Mobile homes Inc
20
Hwy 79E Paris TN
1-800-642-4891

WOOD for sale, $20 per
rick, you haul 759-1553

Miecelarteous

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Msc hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

WE sell good homes at fair
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS prices' Champion's #2
now offers U S and foreign
single lot dealership in
coins at Hoboes Coin and
North America' Honest repCard Shop, 102 North 5th
resentation and dependStreet, in Murray Our
able service Dinkins Mocoins, proof sets paper
bile Homes Inc , Hwy 79E
currency and coin supplies
Pans TN 1-800-642-4891
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
280
Antiques
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Mobli
Stamps and stamp supTHE Wicker Shop Antique
Homes For Rent
plies are featured along
wicker repair, seat caneing.
with our coins and coin 2
mile E 94
Antique wicker for sale.
supplies at the Book Rack 0.
0 . er
1 - R6n-E.
-made
Custom hand
(Dixieland Shopping Cen- furnished
wicker. 901-822-3019 Palter in Murray) We appraise
mersville, TN
estates and are active buy- SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
ers of coins and stamps electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
Call 502-753-4161

WANTED

Good Antique Dealers
Memory Lane
Antique Mall
Ken Tenn Road
South Fulton, TN
901/479-2004

35 MASSEY Ferguson
Good condition $3300
753-5463 or 753-0144

Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest
gations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641

MOBILE Home Village
available now $75/mo includes water Coleman RE
753-9898

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

4 CAR clean-up shop, ofice, paved lot, air
753-4509.

J D tractor, 1020 diesel
52hp Good condition
753-9328

3BR 2 bath doublewrde
only $975 down and FOR Rent-Business Retail
$20391 monthly No pay- or Office Space in S Side
ments until 1993 Total Shopping Center
price $18,900 15 year fi- 753-4509 or 753-6612
200
nancing Volunteer Homes, VERY nice office suites
Sports
Inc. Hwy 79E, Pans Tn
available in high traffic
EquiPmalt
901-642-4466 'Check area Furnished or unfurn
•
Specials
These
FOR Sale Climbing deer
'shed, answering service
stand with seat, $75. Also *220 14x52 $8,900
available Mur Cal Realty
$9,900
colt commander 45 auto, *221 14x56
753-4444
$350. Call Max Witzler, *200 14x52 $8,900
All these like new!
753-9094 after 6pm
310
Want
5% DOWNPAYMENT and
To Rent
GUNS, ammunition and no payments until 1993
sporting goods ordered at Come by and see our large
wholesale plus 10% Call selection of new and pre- FARMHOUSE in the counMax Witzler. 753-9094 af- owned homes Volunteer try. semi-close to Murray
No more than $300imo 2
ter 6pm
Homes, Hwy 79E, Parts Tn
house pets 759-1752
901-642-4466

a _ Antiques, Collectibles, China,
W Crystal, Jewelry, Old Law Books,
Ornate Easel, Silver Holloware,
Old Spinning Wheel, Soloilex,
Furniture, V.C.R.

Lindsey's Bldg.
Court Square • Mayfield
Sat., Nov. 21 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Sun., Nov. 22 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Computers
Home or Office Computer on-site
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.
Hawkins Research Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA / MasterCard accepted

753-7001
Tobacco Farmers

Lynn Grove
Feed B Seed, Inc.
Offers a complete line of.
-Soil-less Mixes
-Greenhouses
Plants
•Finished
Systems
Float
-Outside
-Mini-Plugs
-Float Trays
'There will be a 5% Discount on all
orders during the month of Nov.
1-800-831-3239
(502) 435-4415

LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
Christopher 753.5726
Maley
Forget Those Rakes & Bags!
Our power blowers & vacuums do
the job right and get it done fast.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65''?.
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be
1 Price 2 Company stability 3 Service We
represent 7 'A M Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Bt, .ing
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free

1-800-455-4199

•

C.
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CIASSIFIEDS
Apartments
For Rent

Pete
& &yaks

1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
apartment, nice, near university 3br house, 1604
Main St., central gas heat,
ac, near campus,
$450/mo 753-6111 days,
753-0606 nights.

AKC registered champion
bloodlines German Shepherds and Australian
Cattle Dogs Healthy, loyal
companions, working or
show dogs. 502-436-2858.

1 AND 2 bedroom apartments All nice and dean.
$200-$325. gas heat.
753-8767
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency apartment, very near MSU,
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898
28R carpeting, drapes, ref,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, $350/mo. Deposit required No pets.
753-9240.
2BR, duplex on Story Ave.,
dead end street, appliances furnished, w/d
hook-up, carpeted, central
ft/a, no pets, lease and
deposit required. 753-7185
after 4pm.
2BR duplex with carport,
w d hook-up $300/mo.
498-8977
2 OR 3br duplexes, central
appliances furnished
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
5 ROOM apartment or office space, located at 703 S
4th St., see Carlos Black
Jr., Black's Decorating
Center or call 753-0839.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

BULL Terrier puppy, AKC,
brindle and white male,
$400 Paradise Kennels
502-753-4106
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858
LOVEABLE kittens, long
and short hair. Variety of
colors, $10+up. Also free
kittens. 753-9390.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915.
SPAYED white cats, 1'4
years old. 2 year old longhaired Siamese. 17, year
black Chow 6 months old
black and white neutered
kitten. 753-0789.
TWO breeding pair of
Cockatiels and a pair of
Canaries 753-7370.
and
Produce
AUTHENTIC old time hickory cane corn, yellow, white
or mixed Perfect for horn
iny or meal $1 50/doz
753-8848 before 8pm
110
Public
Selo

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

NEW 2br duplex
aP
$4
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales, Appraisals, Property
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD

DEVELOPER finishing
construction for Quail Run
Subdivision and anxious to
have home construction
VERY nice, clean, 2br,cen- started Reducing lots *11,
tral h/a, laundry hook-up, 12, 13 and 14 by $1,000/ea
no pets 641 South Contact Kopperud Realty,
492-8634
753-1222.

JUST Reduced' This large
commercial building has
been reworked, rewired
and reroofed. Vacant and
1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath ready for your business
carpeted, stove, refrigera 605 Maple St. $48,500
to,freezer, central h/a, w/d MLS #4392. Contact Kophook-up, no pets. $360/mo. perud Realty, 753-1222
$300 deposit. 759-1265.
KOPPERUD REALTY of2, 3 AND 4 bedroom homes fers a complete range of
for rent,$375-$500 All nice Real Estate services with a
and dean 753-8767.
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices_
2BR brick house beside
753-1222.
East Elementary,$275/mo.
Deposit required. 753-8848 MARINA/RESORT.
before 8pm
Located near Murray, Ky.
Kentucky Lake, this fully
2BR house, 4 miles from on
operating resort features 7
Murray. Call 489-2390 after
cottages, owner/caretaker
6pm.
home, 32 slip boat dock
2BR, utility, 1 car garage, and 6.2 acres of prime
central h/a, no house pets, lakefront. Contact KopRealty,
on 94W,$300/mo. plus de- perud
posit. 753-6633.
502-753-1222
314 IRVAN, 2br, w/d hook- PROPERTY for sale small
up, $275/mo., $200 depo- or large acreage 489-2161
sit, no pets, references re- after 6pm
quired 753-1059.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
4BR, 2 bath in Murray with Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
central heat and air. Avail- Bob Haley, Jean Bird. Belable 12/1, $475/mo. Call Air Center. 502-753-SOLD,
442-3015 after 6pm
1-800-369-5780.
RENT or sell 10 room, 2
bath, needs work, 1 acre
$250/mo. 307 N 7th
642-5361 or 753-2475
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights. City water, natural gas, cablevision, 3 3/10 miles on 94
3BR, 2 bath house on Main west from Murray City LimSt. available 12/15, single its. 6% simple interest fifamily only, 1 year lease nancing available.
minimum. Mur-Cal Realty, 753-5841 or 753-1566.
753-4444
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information

ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel, lots of deer and
turkey, $35,000 759-1701
460

lipase
Far Selo
365
For Sale
Or Lease
3BR 2 bath condominium
75,1 3293 after 6pm

370
Livestock
8 8—as
HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies 753 4545, 759 1823,
753-6763
REGISTERED racking
gelding trail riding mare
Yearling filly Hunter prospects Registered Amencan Saddlebred staltIon
service 753-9390

530

160

380

320

10+ ACRES partially
wooded with creek plus
nice 3br home, just waiting
for you Just reduced to
$48,500 MLS $4536. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
2 STORY older home on 5
acres, vinyl siding, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, wrap around porch, on 299 Butterworth Road. Phone
435-4582 after 5.30pm

510

51[

Serikee
Offered

Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

Seriticia
Offered

1989 HYUNDAI Excel, ANY remodeling, building,
4-door, auto., alc, good painting, roofing Refercond., 64,000 miles, ences. 759-1110_
$2900 489-2156
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
1990 OLDS Cutlass Su- Kenmore, Westinghouse,
HOME for sale on quiet preme, International Series Whirlpool 30+ years exstreet in older section of Sedan HO quad 4, rare perience. BOBBY
town new Murray Middle 5-speed, loaded, excellent HOPPER, 436-5848
School 3-4 bedroom home condition, 43K miles, dark
totally redecorated and blue, $9800. 437-4449 APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
ready for immediate occu- leave message
manufacturers Most parts
pancy, central gas heat,
central electric cooling. 1991 FORD Probe GL, in stock, on my truck All
Property also includes nice, automatic, air, cruise, tilt, work and parts warranted.
dash, am/fm cassette, light Ask for Andy at The Apgarage apt. with 2 car garage. Offered at $75,000. blue/navy interior, 29,000 pliance Works, 753-2455.
Contact Bill Kopperud, miles $8500. 437-4720 af BACKHOE Service - ROY
Kopperud Realty, ter 5pm
HILL. Septic system, drive753-1222
1993 GMC Yuckon 4x4, ways, hauling, foundations,
200 miles, damage on right etc. 759-4664.
NEWLY remodeled 4br 2 rear, $16,900 1992 GMC
bath home on 1+ acres. Yuckon 4x4, 400 miles, BACKHOE SERVICE
Priced in mid $70's. Sun- damage on right rear, BRENT ALLEN septic tank
room, deck and more. MLS $16,903. 1992 GMC So- installation, repair, replace$4428. Call Kopperud Re- noma GT, 2100 miles, vor- ment. 759-1515.
alty, 753-1222.
tec 4 3, hit hard in right BOB'S Plumbing Repair
front, $4700, salvage title. Service. All work guaran1991 GMC 4x4 Jimmy teed. 753-1134
NEW on the market, older 4-door, fast recovery,
home with lots of character, needs seats, tires and BULLDOZING, backhoe,
Large lot in town, 2br, 1 wheels, radio. $9850. Dar- septic system. Call Horace
bath, large kitchen, room to nell Auto Sales, 527-3512. Sholar, 354-8161 after
4pm
expand upstairs. $47,000.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-9902.
CARPET and vinyl installaSunset
Boule753-0113.
NICE 2 year home with 3 vard Music, Murray's Al- tion and repairs. Glen Bobbedrooms, 2 baths, garage pine Car Audio Specialist, ber, 759-1247.
and deck. 5 miles east of Dixieland Center, 1 block CARPORTS for car and
Murray on Bethel Church from MSU dams
trucks. Special sizes for
Road. 753-3622 or
motor homes, boats, RV's
753-7077.
SHARP 1985 Laser, one and etc. Excellent protecowner, loaded, 4 wheel tion, high quality, excellent
PERFECT STARTER
drive, $4995, 1986 Cutlass value Roy Hill, 759-4664.
HOME PRICED IN THE
Calais, 2-door, loaded,
$30-S. 3br, living room,
$2795.
Over 20 cars and CHARLIE Davidson. All
bath,
dining
kitchen, 1
room, utility. Washer and trucks under $1,000. Neil types of roofing and redryer and appliances in- Starks Motor Sales, Hardin pairs. Torch down rubber
437-4424.
roofing 753-5812
cluded. 501 S 9th St. Ky.
753-7027.
WANT to buy Toyota car, CHIM Chim Chimney
REDUCED' Martin Heights auto, a/c, prefer under Sweeps has 10% senior
Subdivision, 1550 Mock- 65xxx miles 753-1495 af- citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
ingbird, 3br, 2 bath, sunken ter 6pm.
435-4191.
den, ce/og, 2 car garage,
fenced backyard , 753-1362
COLSON'S Home Repair.
or 759-4116 after 5pm.
Vase
Remodeling, carpentry,
TOTALLY redecorated and 1987 DARK blue Ford Aer- painting and plumbing.
renovated 3 bedroom ostar XL van 84xxx miles, 436-2575 after 5pm.
home on 1 acre lot. Located $5100 or best offer. COUNTERTOPS, custom
between Murray and Ken- 759-1327.
Homes, trailers, offices
tucky Lake. Attractive
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
home and attractive price.
436-5560
Just reduced to $62,500.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222. MLS $4570,
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and ser1973 FORD pick-up
vice. Call Gary at
759-4490
759-4754.
1976 DODGE Club Cab,
V-8, auto, ps/pb $900, DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowJOHN'S Auto and Truck 753-7161
ing ceilings 753-4761
Repair Sun roofs, cruise
1979 CHEVROLET Silvercontrols installed Cars
ado, swb, fully loaded. FENCE sales at Sears
hand washed, waxed Burnow. Call Sears 753-2310
753-6063 after 5pm
gular alarms, rear window
for free estimate for your
defrosters installed. 1985 CJ7 JEEP hard top, needs
474-8855.
$3800 or best otter Please
call 762-6838 before 5pm FRED'S Home Crafter
or 436-2298 after 5pm Ask Woodwork on sale. Displayed at University Tire,
for Charlie
Auto
1406 Main St. Ph.
Parts
1988 CHEVROLET S-10 753-4994, 759-4675. Items
pick-up, swb. 4 cyl., made to order.
8-HOLE pick-up wheels
16.5 inches with good tires 5-speed, air, Alpine cassette, 47,000 miles, great GENERAL Repair: plumb3 for $75 753-7271.
ing, roofing, tree work.
shape $4300 753-7237.
ROLL bar for Toyota pick436-2642.
up, new, primed, $125. 1989 S-10 TAHOE, all exor tras, like new, 24xxx miles
49 2 - 8 29 8
759-1503 nights.
901-247-5737
CANTERBURY, 3br, 2/4
bath, Ir, dr, hardwood, 2 car
garage, privacy fence, fully
landscaped 753-5264.

Used
Cars

1976 FORD Grand Torino,
new tires battery, starter,
body good shape runs
great, $650 753-2953
1982 MALIBU, $1200 obo
759-9980 leave message
1984 HONDA CRX, good
condition, very good gas
mileage, ,5-speed, tinted
windows, air 435-4620
1984 LINCOLN Mark VII,
good condition, high mileage, new tires. Was
$2900, now $2000.
436-2755.
1985 OLDSMOBILE Delta
Royal, 4-door Reasonable
offer considered Nights
753-3193
1986 CAVALIER, white,
blue interior, good condition. 753-7976.

1990 JEEP Wrangler, 4
wheel drive, 42xxx, air, p/s,
tilt, excellent condition,
$7500 obi), 753-6380 leave
message

SOUTHERLAND AND SUREWAY Tree & Stump
LONG Construction. Home Removal. Insured with full
repairs and remodeling, line of equipment. Free esroofing, room additions, timates. Day or night,
foundation work. Free esti- 753-5484.
mates. No Jobs too big or
T.C. Dinh Repair and MainGUTTERING By Sears:
too small Call S&L Contenance. Electrical- CleanSears residential and comstruction. 753-3870 day or
mercial continuous gutters
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
night.
Street 753-6111 office,
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310 WALTS Mobile Home Re- 753-0606 after 5pm.
for free estimate.
pair. Soundproofing, rub- THE Gutter Co. Seamless
HADAWAY Construction: ber coating for roots, flat aluminum gutters, variety
Home remodeling, paint- and metal roots repaired. of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, 502-436-2776.
759-4690.
floor covering. No job too
WE do windows, dean gut
small 436-2052.
tars, paint. Reasonable VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningHALL Inspections. New prices. 759-1225.
servicing $15, most repairs
and used homes inspected,
roof to foundation. General WILL rake leaves or do $35, New location Route 1,
repairs. 17 years experi- other yard work Call Ryan, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn, 753-0530
ence. Contact Mike Hall, 753-9999
759-1279 after 6:30
HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures. 753-0280.

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wultf's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.
LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.
PAINT Jobs, $250 S&S
Auto Body Shop.
759-1553
PARKING lot sealing, minor repairing and restriping. 436-2776.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.
PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate.
Same day service. All work
guaranteed. 492-8816.
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763.
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement. Backhoe service.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bohnd Bunn', Brea,
753 5940

Campers
1989 SPORTMAN High
net truck shell. Blue with
full paint, very nice. Phone
474-8672.
530
Services
Offered
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimming,tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495.

A-1 TREE removal & tree
1986 GRAND Am LE, trimming Light hauling &
black. 4-door, grey interior, odd lobs Free estimates.
tilt, cruise, power windows, 436-2102, ask for Luke.
power locks, air, auto
AA TREE trimming and
trans., aluminum wheels yard mowing_ 436-2102
$4,000. Call 753-7975 ask for Paul.
days. After 5pm, 753-6885
ALPHA Builders- Carpen1986 NISSAN Maxima, ex- try, remodeling, porches,
cellent condition, 2nd roofing, concrete, driveowner, new tires. $4850 ways, painting, mainte492-8684 after 4pm.
nance, etc Free estimates
1988 CHRYSLER LeBa- 489-2303
ron,4-door, white with blue AL'S hauling, yard work,
interior, 19xxx miles Call tree removal, mowing. Free
after 5pm, 753-2486
estimates 759-1683.

•

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands' window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Ketvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc,
RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

Why Take A Chance?
We are #1 in car stereos.
31

Years Experience

We Repair Most Stereos

Every

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE 1
CALL 753-1916

•

K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
interior trim. 753-0834.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

sin

Services
Offered

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references 436-2701.

1990 CHEVY Ext. Cab
pick-up, white, tan interior,
loaded 759-1515

490

Services
Offered

Tuesday Night at 7:00
open et 6-001

CLASSIFIED
Advertising Dept.
DIAL 753-1916
to place your WANT AD
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M
SAT. 800 A.M. TO 12 NOON
Please see classified
header for deadlines
and rate information.

FREE male cat, beautiful
ong-haired, black and
brown tabby, loves people
and attention. Great disposition. 753-4818,
753-4434 anytime.

Contract Bridge

A One-Act Play
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
* A 85 4 2
K 98 7 3
•6
4A K
WEST
EAST
K QJ
+1073
IP 10 6 4
1PAQJ
•J 9 7 5 3
•Q 10 8 2
+85
+643
SOUTH
+96
IP 52
•A K 4
Q J 10 9 7 2
The bidding:
North East
South West
I
Pass
2
Pass
2'1
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — five of diamonds.
It is not unusual for declarer to
find himself playing a contract he
has little or no chance to make. But
often, when this situation arises,
declarer has a natural advantage
beeause he knows his position is hopeless and the defenders don't.
As a case in point, consider this
deal where South is in three notrump
and West leads a low diamond, East
playing the queen.Declarer sees that

if he wins the diamond and cashes
the A-K of clubs, he will have no way
of getting back to his hand to cash his
remaining clubs — if the defenders
are smart enough to abandon the
diamond suit.
So, in an effort to make the contract, South ducks the queen of diamonds, hoping East will continue
the suit. When East does — and it's
hard to blame him for returning
partner's suit — South discards
dummy's A-K of clubs on his A-K of
diamonds,then cashes six club tricks
and the ace of spades to get home
with nine tricks.
It is true that with sharper defense
the opponents can do much better. If
East leads a spade instead of a diamond at trick two — a play he would
make if he saw all four hands —
declarer would find himselffighting a
losing battle. With perfect defense,
South would go down two, losing two
spades, three hearts and a diamond.
But the fact is that in actual combat declarer is likely to make the
contract if he ducks the queen of
diamonds at trick one. He knows
something about the hand that East
does not know — that the contract
theoretically cannot be made — and
he trades upon this advantage by
giving East a chance to go wrong.

Tomorrow: A little white lie.

Horoscopes
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER 19, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call l-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Old attitudes may be hard to combat, but overcoming someone's
stubbornness is your key to great
success. Good relations with your
relatives guarantees happiness over
the winter holidays. Creative selfexpression will produce the same
effect early in 1993. New emotional
and physical attractions are featured
next spring. Taking a midsummer
vacation recharges your batteries.
September will demand careful
attention to career or financial
choices. You will feel more ambitious than ever as your next birthday
approaches.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Jodie Foster,
talk show host Dick Cavett, broadcast tycoon Ted Turner, fashion
designer Calvin Klein.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Good things happen for you now.
You find out that a friend really is as
loyal as you believe. Concerns about
your car can he answered by a thorough inspection.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Your imagination may be running
away with you. Forget your suspicions and stick to the facts and figures. More can he accomplished if
you work independently.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 201:
You can have a terrific day if you
show the will to work and to get
things settled. Do not fail someone
to whom you have made a promise.
An unexpected bonus is in the
works.
CANCER (June 2I -July 221:
The time is ripe to invest in something that really interests you. If you
have any doubts, though, it would
he best to obtain more data. Consulting an expert fills in the gaps.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An

excellent day for investing, buying
property or conducting interviews. If
single, you may want to end a
romance. Tonight may not give you
the opportunity. Bide your time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
pet project will get the green light
today. Go slow to avoid making
errors. Stay good-natured, even if
your associates do things that irritate
you.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Travel could be highly profitable now.
Romance is on the schedule for
those who are single but have their
eye on one special person. Be upfront about your intentions.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Not a good day to wail for someone
else to take the lead.- It is up to you
to steer your own course. A warm
embrace tells someone that you are
on his side.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): You see someone in a new.
less-flattering light today. Keep your
own counsel. Arguing with a person
who is in a had mood is pointless.
Storm clouds blow away by nightfall.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): All might not be as it seems at
your place of work. Avoid secretive
or underground activities. A cooperative attitude helps thaw out a pigheaded associate.
AQUARIUS (Jan. '20-Feh.
Self-pity could threaten to engulf
you. It is time to consult a friend
who has your hest interests at hean.
Exercise boosts your spirits and
helps restore your self-esteem.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
the most
Simple pleasures
appeal today. Set
more time
for meditation. A favorite hobby
could lead to a new career. Think
about what you vvould really like to
accomplish.

.0,1d

TODAY'S CHILDREN are goal-oriented, persistent and loving. They
know what they want and will not give up the struggle until they get it.
Unafraid of conflict or disapproval, these children express their views with
quiet confidence. They are ready to defend their opinions at all cost.
Although dedicated to their careers, these affectionate Scorpios will drop
everything to take care of a loved one. Family comes first!
lio order a revriall and updated copy 01 knee Ihnion's hest-selling hoot YesierdaN, !oda!, anti 1.01e,
Can Help You lind Your Piave in God's
wnd SX OS plus SI postage and lundlture
p.0,:101t.
I,, Dixon, t to Andrews and lult MM.PO. Not 419150. Kansas City, Mo MI41 Make Act
Andrews and S4,Merl

Cr 110%. ASIrt11111!)

THREE bedroom, 2 bath
home with formal living and
dining rooms, plus den
Many other recent improve
ments Just reduced
$87,900 MLS $4430 Kopperud Realty 753-1222

World of Sound
So.

12th St., Murray, Ky.
753-5865
Lay-a-way Now For Christmas

222

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94%vest to Johnny Robertson Road
soutti 10 So Halo Rood. hoht on SO He* Rood 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUB' C.

753-0166
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PO Box 1033
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 18, the 323rd day of 1992. There are 43
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Nov. 18, 1942, "The Skin of Our Teeth," playwright Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer Prize-winning comedy about the
Jersey
history and survival of humankind as personified by a New
and
Sabina
as
Bankhead
Tallulah
with
Broadway
opened
on
family,
Fredric March as Mr. Antrobus.
On this date:
froIn 1820, U.S. Navy Captain Nathaniel B. Palmer discovered the
zen continent of Antarctica.
StanIn 1883, the United States and Canada adopted a system of
dard Time zones.
Arthur,
In 1886, the 21st president of the United States, Chester A.
56.
age
at
York
died in New
granting the
In 1903, the United States and Panama signed a treaty
Canal.
Panama
the
build
United States rights to
In 1978, California Congressman Leo J. Ryan and four other people
were killed in Jonestown, Guyana, by members of the Peoples
Temple. The killings were followed by a night of mass murder and
suicide by 912 cult members.
Ten years ago: After attending the funeral of Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev in Moscow, Secretary of State George P. Shultz told reporters the United States was waiting for Soviet "changes in behavior or
indications of a willingness to discuss them."
Five years ago: The congressional Iran-Contra committees issued
their final report, saying President Ronald Reagan bore "ultimate
responsibility" for wrongdoing by his aides. Thirty-one people died in
a fire at King's Cross, London's busiest subway station. CBS Inc.
announced it had agreed to sell its records division to Sony Corp. for
about $2 billion.
One year ago: Shiite Muslim kidnappers in Lebanon freed Anglican
Church envoy Terry Waite and Thomas Sutherland, the American
dean of agriculture at the American University of Beirut.
Today's Birthdays: Actress-comedian Imogene Coca is 84. Former
astronaut Alan Shepard is 69. Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) is 69.
Actress Dorothy Collins is 66. Actress Brenda Vaccaro is 53. Actress
Linda Evans is 50. Actress Susan Sullivan is 48.
Thought for Today: "'The whole world's at sixes and sevens, and
why the house hasn't fallen down about our ears long ago is a miracle
to me." — One of the opening — and closing — lines of "The Skin
of Our Teeth," by Thornton Wilder (1897-1975).

Ten years ago
Buddy Adams, secretary of
Cabinet for Human Resources,
has announced "Project Warmup"
for low income people who find
themselves without heat this
winter.
Larrie N. Clark of Murray has
had his "Santa Claus LookAlike" photograph accepted for
publication in the December issue
of Good Housekeeping magazine.
Dr. Ken Wolf, associate professor of history at Murray State
University, and author of a new
book, Thoughts in Season, will
speak at Calloway County Public
Library today.
Beverly Jo Parker and James
Michael Noland were married
Oct. 30 at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Wallace Parker.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Bybee, Nov.

2, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Youngblood, Nov. 4.
Twenty years ago
A community service of
Thanksgiving will be held Nov.
20 at 7 p.m. at University School
Auditorium, Murray State University. This will be sponsored by
Murray Ministerial Association.
Katie Kemp, Cindy Steele and
Carolyn Venable, all of Murray,
Beth Cooper, Owensboro, Becky
Powell, LaCenter, and Sam
Devine, Calvert City, were
installed as new members of
Murray State University Chapter
of Phi Beta Lambd, professional
business fraternity.
Elizabeth Jones and Tony C.
Washer were married Oct. 15 at
Mexico, Mo.
Arthur Perry of 708 South
Third St., Murray, will celebrate
his 92nd birthday on Nov. 20 at a
dinner at the home of his daught-

er, Mrs. F.A. Cogdell.
Thirty years ago
Ralph Oliver, Norma Elkins,
Melissa Sexton, Jerry Shroat, Ted
Sykes, James T. Thompson and
Henry Towery, all of Callo*ay
County, have been named to
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities for
1962-63 at Murray State College.
"Toy Lenning has a new six
seater airplane," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams, publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miles have
left for Cape Coral, Fla., to spend
the winter with their daughter,
Mrs. C.R. Outland and Mr.
Outland.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson spoke
about "New and Old Trends in
Weaving" at a meeting of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
In high school basketball

DEAR ABBY: Last year, your
column encouraging smokers to
participate in the American Cancer
Society's Great American Smokeout
helped millions across the country
to make the decision to quit smoking — at least for the day.
Would you please run that column again this year? It was a terrific morale booster for our 2.5 million
American Cancer Society volunteers in the United States.
Thank you very much for your
help, Abby. Your support is very
much appreciated, and we are
grateful for all your good work in

the fight against cancer.
STANLEY I. TANNENBAUM,
CHAIRMAN,AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY,
ILLINOIS DIVISION
DEAR MR. TANNENBAUM:
With pleasure!
DEAR READERS: Tomorrow,
Nov. 19, 1992, will mark the 16th
annual Great American Smokeout, a one-day campaign to
encourage smokers to quit
smoking for 24 hours, just to
prove they can do it.
Last year, 18 million smokers

tried to quit for the day. This
represents 36 percent of the
nation's 50 million smokers.
Breast cancer used to be the
biggest killer for women. But
the No. 1 cause of cancer death
among women and men today is
lung cancer. Tobacco claims
one life every 13 seconds. An
estimated 146,000 will die of
lung cancer in 1992.
And now,a word about smoking-related diseases — emphysema, chronic bronchitis and
heart disease: This year, an estimated 434,000 will die from one

BLON DIE

THE FAR SIDE

IP I GREW A MUSTACHE
EI'D SAVE 10 SECONDS,
SHAVING EACH
MORNING..

By GARY LARSON

C 1987 FarWorks Inc iThstnbuted lay Universal Press Syndicate

CALVIN and HOBBES
stal LIKE
VINAT IT
5A4S ON
TNE BACK
Mi
HEAD P

games, College High beat Cuba
and Calloway County High beat
Hickman County.
Forty years ago
Eugene V. Garland, Machinist's Mate Fireman, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Garland, is
serving aboard the attack carrier
USS Princeton, just back from
eight months of combat duty in
Korea.
Jimmy Dorsey and his
Orchestra will present a concert
tonight at Murray State College.
A dance will follow the concert.
Public assistance payments in
Calloway County for October
were for a total of S17,171,
according to Department of Economic Security.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Barnett,
Nov. II.
Mrs. Dixie Robinson observed
her 82nd birthday on Nov. 8.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

VIEU_, YOUR
14AIRCUT Is
A BIG
IMPROVEMENT.

PAGE 58

DIDW THE BARBER GOAD
SNAVE., I tikl HAVE KAM
A BAD NAIRCuT,
BUT 1OURE DZKNRIGIIT

OK,CIARLIE,GRAVE
BACK TUAT TIP"

BAcy.
THERE P/

of these. This total exceeds the
number of U.S. battle deaths in
World War II; it's nine times as
many people who die in automobile accidents every year.
A congressional study has
reported that health costs from
the adverse effects of smoking
have reached a new high of $100
billion a year in increased medical bills and lost productivity.
The loss in death and disability
cannot be measured.
What about "secondhand"
smoke? Is it damaging to nonsmokers to be in the presence of
those of you.who are smoking?
Yes! One non-smoker dies of
secondhand smoke for every
eight smokers. And studies
reveal that the children of
smokers are more prone to lung
problems and allergies than are
children of non-smokers.
For years I have begged my
young readers, "If you smoke,
quit now. If you don't smoke,
don't start!" Yet an estimated
3,000 to 5,000 kids light up for
the first time every day. Why?
Peer pressure, no doubt. Cigarette companies sell $1 billion of
cigarettes to children every
year.
Quitting "cold turkey" is the
hardest way to quit, but my
readers tell me it's the most
effective, and in the long run,
the easiest. Those who need
help to break their habit: Call
your local chapter of the American Cancer Society or call 1-800227-2345 for information.
If you're hooked and have
been telling yourself, "One of
these days I'm going to quit,"
why not start tomorrow? It
won't be easy, but it will be the
best Thanksgiving present you
can give yourself — and those
who love you. Love, ABBY

CATHY
WELL, WELL! THE MAROON
SKIRT AND NAVY BLAZER!

T-41TENTION AU. Eft1PUNEES: CATHY'S WEARING
THE WROON SKIRT AND NAVY BLAZER!!

A HUNDRED ACCMPLISHMENTS
GO UNNOTICED, BUT THE
ENTIRE COMPANY INSTANTLY
RECOGNIZES /AY -FAT CLOTHES".

'114

ts,

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Products that prey on shark wimps

V'

1141:
Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Commercials
4 Think
9 "— Fall
Guy"
12 Cut off
13 Tree of
forgetfulness
14 Vast age
15 Awards
17 Blemishes
19 Loop
21 Vase
22 Unlock
24 Antlered
animal
26 Warble
29 Ascends
31 Permit
33 Title of
respect
34 Savannah's
St.
35 Soak up
37 Deity
39 Yes, to Juan
40 Picnic pest

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
12LE.a%?rr 16 SD COOL!
BE CAREFUL WITH
IT- tiONEST IIj

BUT;ELIVIBE4H,Y00 musi
HAVE-100 SWEffTERS
ycv HFIVE.TUKTLENECKS,
FULLOVERS,SlA/EFIFSHIRIS
FOR E-vo;ky SF-ReON OF
THE YEAR I

(I0
KNOW)

7
A
GARFIELD

1
12
15

22
29

50 HERE I AM
RIDING ON TI-1E
BACK OF MY MOMS
BICYCLE
(.1

NOW, WE TURN
AROUND BECAUSE
SPE FOR6OT THE
CAR KEYS
7r-

NOW 514E REMEMBERS
54E DOESN'T NEED THE
CAR KEYS BECAUSE SHE'S,
RIDING HER BICYCLE

MOM Is REALLY
STRESSED OUT

34
40
48

-T(
55
81
65

11111hmemmaiww......

42 Sink in
middle
44 Ash and
cedar
46 George
Wendt
on "Cheers"
48 Existed
50 Send forth
51 Diving bird
53 Leather belt
55 Saturated
58 Wireless sets
61 Poem
62 Place in
position
64 Tear
65 Cushion
66 Figure of
speech
67 Guido's high
note

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TWO
DECK SA
RAH
TEAL
ALAI
MANTLE
YE pop
CQEO
TAAL
STEEPLES
UP
TARNS
AES OP A
OR
SECREM
I T
SON
AMINE
PEW
AB
DENTIOSTS
HARES
DEER
END
LA
ADROI
ATE °DOG' EDNA
DEN
TONS
DEN
11-18
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4 Butter
substitute
colloq.
5 Armed band
6 Tag player
7 Hard-shelled
fruit
8 Brother of

Jacob
9 Court game
10 Torrid
1 High
11 Abstract
mountain
beto
2 Click beetle
16 Frigtd and
3 Backbones
Torrid
18 Fed agcy
20 Cloth
measure
22 Church
instrument
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10 11
9
23 Manilow s
instrument
14
25 Barrel
13UUUU
27 Japanese16
American
17.18...
UUUU
28 Grain to be
19
20
21
ground
30 Distress
23
21
25
26
27 28
signal
32 Small child
•
32
33
30
31
36 Animal's toot
38 Fear
41 Bartered
37 •38
39
35
136
43 Aeriform
fluid
44
41
45
42
43
45 Realm
47 Mire
49
50
47
48
49 Denude
52 Retained
54
51
53
52
54 Evaluate
55 Soak up
T.
58
59
57
56 Harem room
57 Neither
62
63
64
59 Castor
60 Mineral
Spring
67
63 Therefore
66UUU
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DEAR DR. GOTT: A recent Bolter
monitor showed over 4,500 PVCs in 23
hours. Would that signify that insufficient blood is being pumped to the extremities and, if so, would this contribute toward Alzheimer's?
DEAR READER: Your Bolter
monitor revealed more than 4,500
premature ventricular contractions,
during the recording period. This
sounds like a lot but it isn't. Many normal people have PVCs. these beats do
not reflect poor circulation to the
heart muscle, in most instances.
Nonetheless, the number and type
of PVCs must be correlated with other factors, such as age,symptoms and
presence of heart disease. For instance, were you to have recently had
a heart attack. 4.500 PVCs puts you
out of the normal category and into a
high-risk group. This amount of cardiac irritability is unacceptable in the
presence of heart disease.
Treatment, with drugs to suppress
the premature beats, should be given
Similarly, were you 90 years old and
constantly bothered by "palpitations," suppressive therapy may be
considered. Because I am uncertain
about the background upon which
your PVCs are occurring, you should
ask your physician whether the PVCs
are of concern or can be ignored.
In either case, this heart irregularity bears no relation whatsoever to
Alzheimer's disease, a devastating
neurological disorder of unknown
cause_
To give you more information on
heart ailments. I am sending you a
free copy of my new Health Reoort
"Hcart Disease."
DEAR DR. GOTT I suffer from hyperthyroidism and wonder if reducing
the thyroid hormone drastically and
theb elevating it back to normal with
mecation is a proper procedure
DEAR READER. Not ordinarily
However, doctors sometimes inadvertently do just that. If you were given radioactive iodine as a treatment
for your over-active thyroid, the material may have destroyed more of
your thyroid gland than specialists
anticipated After several months,
you could be left with an under-active
gland.
This condition is permanent and requires supplemental thyroid hormone
pills for the rest of your life Although
this complication of therapy is not serious (once diagnosed and treated), it
is a nuisance
(OHM NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ,ASSN
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Owensboro hopes to capitalize
on new 'Americana' cable channel
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Representatives of the
Owensboro-based International
Bluegrass Music Association will
be heading for Branson, Mo.,
next month to talk about a possible role for the city in a new
cable network.
Next March, investors from
Myrtle Beach, S.C., and Branson
plan to launch a $16 million
cable venture called Americana
Television Network.
Plans call for it to start with 30
hours a week of prime-time programming on the Nostalgia Channel, which currently reaches
about 15 million homes nationwide. Eventually, Americana
plans to become a 24-hour network featuring family
programming.
Calvin Gilmore, owner of three
Myrtle Beach theaters, is a principal stockholder in the new net-

v.ork and a member of its board
of directors. He said all country
music programming for Americana would originate at his
2,300-seat Carolina Opry in
Myrtle Beach and at The Grand
Palace, a new 4,000-seat theater
in Branson.
But Dan Hays, 1BMA executive director, said: "They have
things on their schedule originating from places other than Myrtle
Beach and Branson. We have
been talking with them about
programming from Owensboro."
The RiverPark Center was
designed for television productions, as was Woodward's Cafe.
Both the RiverPark Center and
1BMA have been working for
months on the possibility of originating radio or television shows
from either on a regular basis.
Americana has expressed interest
in televising the International

Bluegrass Music Awards show
from Owensboro, Hays said.
"And there may be a possibility of producing regular shows out
of here."
Gilmore said one of the principal differences between Americana and The Nashville Network is
that Americana would carry more
gospel and bluegrass music.
"We're very excited that
they're giving attention to these
two forms of American music,"
Hays said.
Bluegrass musician Ronnie
Reno is working on a show called
"Old-Time Music Festival,"
Hays said. Reno would travel the
country doing features on different music festivals each week,
he said. Hays said he talked with
Americana officials last week and
plans to meet with them sometime in December.
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Vesta Neil Scott (left) of Fern Terrace Lodge of Murray was
named a recipient of a 1992 Nurse Scholarship at the Kentucky
Association of Health Care Facilities Annual Awards Banquet on
Nov. 11 in Louisville. Presenting the award is KAHCF board
chairman John Vinson.
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Buckingham attends
judicial college
Frankfort, Kentucky — Circuit
Judge David Buckingham representing the 42nd judicial circuit,
which includes Calloway and Marshall Counties, attended the 1992
Circuit Judge's College held in
Lexington, Kentucky, October 2529, 1992.
Seminars, workshops and small
group discussions addressed topics
including child sexual abuse,enforcement of court ordered visitation,
Kentucky's new Evidence Code,
automobile insurance cases and new
legislation regarding domestic violence.
Honorable Charles Jones, Dane
County Circuit Judge, Madison,
Wisconsin; Professor Robert Lawson, University of Kentucky College of Law; Dr. Dona Rosenburg,
Denver, Colorado; and Mr. Leroy
Sitlinger, McGlincy, Steiner and
Theiler, Louisville.
The Judicial College, which is
one of the many programs a judge
may attend to fulfill his or her
continuing judicial education requirements, was sponsored and conducted by the Administrative Office
of the Courts Education Services
Division.
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COCA-COLA

Furches appointed
as judicial mentor
Frankfort, Kentucky — District
Judge Leslie A. Furches representing the 42nd judicial district, which
includes Calloway County, has
been appointed to serve as a judicial
mentor by Chief Justice Robert F.
Stephens.
Implemented by the District
Judges Education Committee, the
Mentor Program was developed to
assist new judges with their transition to the district bench. Mentoring provides growth,nurturing, passage of knowledge, friendship,
counsel and confidentiality.
The mentor judges will act as role
models for new judges; offer instruction on how to perform judicial
duties; provide ethical instruction;
demonstrate and teach skills; reduce
anxiety of new judges; stimulate
confidence; and enhance new
judges educational development.
The mentors will serve a two year
term beginning November 1, 1992.
Chief Justice Stephens stated the
Mentor Program, as well as the
individuals involved, are evidence
of the commitment to advancing
and enhancing Kentucky's Court of
Justice.
For additional information about
the program contact Rita Stratton at
502-564-2350.
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Computer error
makes loser
out of winner
MCMINNVILLE, Ore.(AP) —
District Attorney John Mercer
thought he had lost his bid for reelection in a big way.
On Monday, he learned he won
in a landslide.
The county clerk discovered a
computer programming error
reversed the results of the Nov. 3
race between Mercer and Berm
"Owl" Hansen. So Mercer won
16,539 Notes to Hansen's 8,519
votes, instead of the other way
around.
"The feedback I was getting
everywhere during the campaign
was very positive. And that's
why it was such an emotional
extreme to see that I'd lost,"
Mercer said. "But this is really
just as shocking the other way."
Hansen was out of town and
could not be reached.
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